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Abstract 

 

Mechanisms of Disc Herniation in Astronauts Following Spaceflight 

by 

Cory J. Laws 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 

University of California, San Francisco 

and 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Jeffrey C. Lotz, PhD, Chair 

 

Astronauts experience a 4.3-fold increase in disc herniation incidence following 

spaceflight as compared to the general population. Though space exploration enjoys 

excellence in aeronautical and mechanical engineering, healthcare promises have not 

been met despite current countermeasures and ongoing research on herniation 

mechanisms. The increased risk of herniation following spaceflight is thought to be due, 

in part, to prolonged exposure to microgravity which causes gains in stature of about 

twice that of diurnal values. While low back pain during spaceflight subsides soon after 

landing, inflated herniation risk persists for decades, and acute herniation can result in 

debilitating pain and ultimately may require surgery. The link between changes owing to 
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spaceflight and subsequent spinal injury is confounded by inherent study limitations and 

lack of spaceflight data. Therefore the aim of this dissertation is to investigate the 

biomechanical etiology of herniation in astronauts since reduced gravitational loading 

alters musculoskeletal function and affects spinal stability and health. 

Analytical risk models and biomechanical tests revealed that increases in disc 

height owing to simulated microgravity is a strong predictor of herniation risk and is 

correlated to increases in fiber strains and other biomechanical indictors of disc injury. In 

addition, a deeper understanding of the role of disc swelling and forward bending in disc 

prolapse is attained for the purpose of risk reduction. Namely, reducing disc height 

increases in space and restricting forward bending after return to Earth should be advised 

in earnest. Follow-on biochemical and morphological studies identify high inherent-risk 

demographics within the astronaut population for optimal crew selection in the interest of 

astronaut safety.  

The experimental and theoretical work described herein provides useful 

benchmarks and guidelines for the design of longitudinal human studies. These and 

future studies can be used to develop countermeasures for mitigating deleterious 

microgravity-induced changes and optimizing post-flight reconditioning protocols against 

the adverse effects of prolonged spaceflight. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Background 

1.1  Introduction 

Astronauts experience a 4.3-fold increase in disc herniation incidence following 

spaceflight as compared to the general population despite preventative measures and 

ongoing research [1-6]. Within the lumbar spine, the incidence is 280% of that of ground 

controls [1]. While low back pain during spaceflight is common, it can be temporarily 

relieved by assuming the ‘fetal tuck position’ (pulling the knees toward the chest) and 

subsides soon after landing [7]. Increased disc herniation risk, on the other hand, persists 

for decades following spaceflight, can result in debilitating pain [8, 9], and ultimately 

may require surgery [10]. 

A disc herniation occurs when mechanical failure of annular tissue results in 

migration of disc material beyond the vertebral boundaries [11, 12]. The precise etiology 

of disc herniation following spaceflight is unknown, though biomechanical and 

morphological factors may be important since reduced gravitational loads alter 

musculoskeletal function [13]. While the mechanisms underlying increased post-flight 
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disc herniation risk are unknown, the factors responsible for disc herniation in the general 

population are well characterized through in vivo, in vitro, and in silico studies [14-29].  

This dissertation is focused on better understanding the mechanisms of lumbar 

disc herniation in astronauts following spaceflight. The present chapter discusses briefly 

the anatomy and physiology of healthy spine motion, the response of the spine to normal 

and reduced loading, current microgravity simulation techniques, the etiology of disc 

herniation in the general population, and finally the current understanding of the post-

spaceflight recovery process. The second chapter presents an analytical model of injury 

mechanisms of the disc following spaceflight and then inputs the results from the model 

into a predictive risk model to account for the increased incidence of disc herniation in 

this case. The third chapter is an in vitro investigation of the effect of simulated 

microgravity on lumbar biomechanics and posterolateral annulus fiber strain. This is 

followed by an in vitro investigation of biochemical and morphological risk factors of 

disc herniation. Lastly, a concluding chapter which contextualized results and suggests 

future research is presented. 

 

1.2  The Healthy Spine 

1.2.1 Anatomy and Physiology of the Intervertebral Disc 

Between each of the 24 articulating vertebrae of the human spinal column are 

compliant intervertebral discs [12, 30]. The fundamental spinal motion segment consists 

of two adjacent vertebrae, the intervening disc, and surrounding ligaments (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of spinal motion segment. Key features include superior and inferior 
vertebrae intervened by intervertebral disc as well as seven paraspinal ligaments [12].  
 

The intervertebral disc (IVD) consists of a central, gelatinous nucleus pulposus 

(NP) contained circumferentially by an annulus fibrosus (AF) and craniocaudally by two 

cartilaginous vertebral endplates.  The nucleus of a healthy disc is 70-90% water by 

weight owing to a composition rich in hydrophilic proteoglycans [31]. Upon loading, 

hydrostatic pressure develops in the nucleus which is distributed uniformly to the annulus 

and endplates [12]. This transference of load creates tensile bulging of the annulus and 

facilitates water and nutrient transport through the porous endplates. The disc acts as a 

pressure vessel in this manner to transmit loads down the spine while permitting multi-

axial intervertebral movement. The ability of the disc to perform this role hinges upon the 

high water content of the nucleus [32]. Still, hydration of both the nucleus and annulus 

vary naturally [32-40], due to continuous fluctuations in external loads (e.g. gravity and 

movement) and internal loads (e.g. tension in ligaments and muscles), relative to the 

tissue’s intrinsic swelling pressure.   

Disc swelling pressure (Psw), or tendency to imbibe water, is a result of the 

hydrophilic nature its constituent proteoglycans [41-43]. Making up 15% of the nucleus 

by dry weight in a healthy disc, these proteoglycans attract water because an intrinsic 
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osmotic pressure (π ) developed by a fixed charge density. As hydration continues, 

swelling is resisted by tissue stress (Pc) such that the tendency for the disc to swell is 

modified. 

 
csw PP −= π  (1.1) 

When spine loading (Pspine) exceeds Psw, water is expressed from the disc and vice versa. 

Consequently, the state of the disc is in constant flux owing to Pspine changes from 

external loads (e.g. gravity, lifting, posture) and internal loads (e.g. tension in ligaments 

and muscles) [31, 44-46]. For example, the diurnal cycle of activity and rest result in a 

mean variation in stature of 1.1%, with approximately 11% increase in disc volume 

overnight [39]. This physiologic process is responsible for diurnal variations in disc 

hydration and is critical to maintain disc health [47].  

Composed of 20-25 concentric lamellae, the annulus fibrosus serves to contain 

nuclear Psw and limit vertebral movement [48]. Each lamella is composed of organized 

type I collagen fibers aligned relative to the spinal axis, in alternating fashion [30, 44, 48, 

49]. Fiber orientation varies radially: the collagen fibers of the outermost lamella are 

organized at an angle of about 60 degrees relative to the spinal axis, while fibers of the 

innermost lamella are angled 45 degrees relative to this axis. Consequently, Psw generates 

annular tension that, in turn, serves to constrain spinal bending. During periods of loading 

where Pspine > Psw, the disc loses water, the annulus becomes lax, and the spine becomes 

more flexible in bending [12, 50]. Paradoxically, the spine becomes stiffer in 

compression as water loss increases the nucleus fixed charge density and, thereby, π .  

The annulus is separated into inner and outer regions, defined by their 

craniocaudal attachment sites. The inner annulus, comprising approximately two thirds of 
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the lamellae, attaches above and below to the vertebral endplates, which together wholly 

encapsulate the nucleus pulposus. The remaining one third of the lamellae constitutes the 

outer annulus and attach directly to the rim of adjacent vertebral bodies [30]. The two 

regions are speculated to serve different functions owing to distinct mechanical 

properties. The outer annulus, stiffer and less extensible, is thought to be more 

responsible for limiting range of motion (ROM). The inner annulus is more flexible and 

extensible which would permit contained migration of nuclear material in response to 

movement [48].  

 

1.2.2 Biomechanics of Trunk Support 

The spinal column supports the torso mass and facilitates coordinated trunk 

movement. In isolation, the vertebral column is inherently unstable, and will buckle 

under a small axial compressive loading [51]. In life, its static and dynamic stability is 

determined by a synergy between passive constraints (defined by osteoligamentous 

tissues such as the vertebra, facet joints, intervertebral discs, and intervertebral ligaments) 

and active constraints (defined by muscles such as the psoas, erector spinae and 

multifidus) [52]. During upright posture, the contribution of passive and active stiffness 

varies at each spinal level [53]. Muscle and gravity loads subject the discs to various 

combinations of compression, shear, bending, and torsion loads, which the healthy joint 

complex supports at physiologic levels [12, 48]. 
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1.2.3 Stability and the Degenerative Cascade 

Alterations in the physical properties of either the passive or active spinal 

components (due to disc degeneration or muscle dysfunction) change segmental 

movement patterns, potentially causing soft tissue microdamage and inflammation [54, 

55]. The classical degenerative cascade was first described by Kirkaldy-Willis, and is 

believed to occur in 3 phases that comprise a continuum with gradual transitions to the 

subsequent phase [56]. Phase I of the “degenerative cascade” is the loss of internal disc 

integrity including a decrease in π  due to enzymatic degradation of proteoglycan. Phase 

II is the progressive loss of mechanical integrity of the motion segment leading to 

segmental instability and hypermobility. Phase III, the final phase of the degenerative 

cascade, is known as re-stabilization and is characterized by further disc resorption, non-

enzymatic collagen crosslinking, disc-space narrowing, endplate destruction, disc 

fibrosis, and osteophyte formation [57]. 

More recent evidence demonstrates the role of active constraints in low back pain. 

For example, the cross-sectional area of the paraspinal muscles is smaller in back pain 

patients compared to healthy subjects [58-61]. Also, fatigue leads to changes in muscle 

recruitment patterns, increases in spinal force [62], and decreases in spinal stability [54]. 

Paraspinal muscles not only act as force generators to establish mechanical equilibrium 

(feedback control), but also as self-stabilizing springs that support the spine without 

requiring active neuromuscular control [63, 64]. Consequently, it’s not surprising that 

low back patients have increased body sway due to less efficient muscle restraint [65]. 

Passive and active spinal stiffnesses are not independent. Spinal motion segments 

increase their passive stiffness by an order of magnitude with physiological levels of 
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compressive force applied [66-69]. Because the disc and other paraspinal connective 

tissues are viscoelastic, they undergo elastic and creep deformation when under load that 

changes their physical properties and intervertebral geometric relationships [70]. 

Consequently, the spinal response to force also changes with the duration of loading [50]. 

Similarly, when spinal tissue stresses change with creep deformation or degeneration, the 

proprioceptive stimulus is altered that can further perturb neuromuscular control and 

exacerbate injury risk [71]. The clinical significance of this phenomenon is apparent as 

altered spinal motion patterns subsequent to periods of static flexed postures [72]. 

 

1.3 Intervertebral Disc Response to Normal and Reduced Loading 

1.3.1 Primary Effects of Weightlessness 

Prolonged exposure to microgravity has several important effects on disc 

morphology and biomechanics. Wing and coworkers report a 4- to 7-centimeter increase 

in overall stature during long-duration spaceflight [6, 73, 74], approximately twice the 

increase during overnight bed rest [73]. Few data are available regarding the relative 

contributions of disc swelling, loss of spinal curvature, or muscular deconditioning 

during spaceflight to these reported increases in stature [75-79]. Current speculation 

regarding how these factors affect injury risk rely heavily on information gleaned from 

microgravity analogs such as bed rest, extended bed rest, and 6-degree head-down tilt 

(HDT) studies. 

Overnight bed rest is a common method to simulate the effects of temporary 

weightlessness on musculoskeletal function [38, 78, 80]. During this exposure, Pspine falls 

below Psw causing an influx of water until a new steady state is reached [31, 81]. Several 
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groups have measured diurnal variation in disc volume and height with varying 

agreement. The general consensus is that increases in disc volume contribute to a 10-16% 

increase in disc height overnight as well as a minor loss of lumbar lordosis [34, 36-38].  

Just before morning ambulation, the nucleus and annulus are at peak hydration levels for 

the diurnal cycle [82, 83]. As the day progresses, discs lose hydration and volume as 

compressive stresses from gravity, muscular contraction, and bending movements cause 

Pspine to exceed the Psw [33, 35]. Diurnal fluctuation of these parameters is diminished in 

degenerative discs that have a reduced Psw [34]. 

Extended bed rest and HDT volunteers experience spinal lengthening [13, 80] and 

back pain [84] similar to that of astronauts in microgravity. Consequently, morphological 

changes that occur during these exposures may better mimic spinal changes during 

spaceflight. Disc height increases between 2.9 and 3.3 millimeters (measurement includes 

two discs) after 72 hours of extended bed rest with HDT [80]. Roughly 35-60% of the 

total increase in spine length can be attributed to the disc; the rest owing to reduction of 

spinal curvature. Equilibrium is reached after four days, where the sagittal cross-sectional 

lumbar disc area increases roughly 22% (range 10-40%) in extended bed rest volunteers 

[78]. Similar trends have been observed after 60 days of HDT [85]. The extent of 

imbibition of water into the disc during spaceflight is currently unknown; however, its 

magnitude may be similar or greater than that of bed rest studies depending on mission 

duration.  

Muscular atrophy during prolonged periods of disuse has also been reported in 

both extended bed rest studies [13, 86-88] and during spaceflight [76, 79]. The 

importance of the active constraint produced by muscles is supported by evidence that the 
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cross-sectional area (CSA) of the paraspinal muscles is smaller in patients with chronic 

low back pain, and that muscle fatigue leads to changes in muscle recruitment patterns, 

increases in spinal force, and decreases in postural stability. Decreases in muscle CSA, 

fiber size, and diminished contractile properties have been measured in several in vivo 

studies [76, 77, 79, 86-89]. In a recent 60-day HDT study, significant decreases in the 

CSA of the erector spinae (ES), multifidus (MF), and quadratus lumborum (QL) were 

observed [13]. These data are particularly important as these are important spinal 

stabilizers, with the MF being critical in maintenance of lumbar lordosis and involuntary, 

intersegmental stability [90-94]. Between muscle groups, the MF atrophied to the greatest 

extent and at the fastest rate, specifically at the L4/L5 level, which is the most common 

site of lumbar disc herniation [95]. This muscle group is also responsible for 60% to 80% 

of the active stiffness imparted on the lumbar spine [53, 93], so deconditioning of this 

muscle group could have a significant impact on motor control and injury prevention. 

Measureable muscle atrophy is observed in short-duration spaceflight, implying 

that longer-duration disuse could put musculoskeletal health at risk. In one study, muscle 

fibers were 16-36% smaller after 11 days in weightlessness, and 11-24% smaller after 

just 5 days [76]. After 17 days of spaceflight, Widrick showed decreases in peak muscle 

force output and, in some cases, a reduced peak power output in biopsies taken from four 

astronauts [79]. These findings might explain the 10% loss of back muscle volume 

reported by LeBlanc after just eight days of exposure to microgravity [96]. Since 

decreased muscular performance impairs the ability of the neuromuscular system to 

control sudden intervertebral motion, short- and long-duration spaceflight are medical 

concerns and can render the osteoligamentous spine more susceptible to injury.  
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1.3.2 Secondary Effects of Weightlessness 

Changes secondary to fluctuations in disc morphology and water content include 

alterations in disc biomechanics.  After 8 hours of bed rest, disc swelling places the 

annulus and paraspinal ligaments in greater tension [30, 50, 97, 98], which causes a 2.5-

fold increase in intradiscal pressure (0.1 MPa to 0.25 MPa) [99] and a decrease in spinal 

range of motion (ROM) [32, 33, 40, 50, 99, 100]. Over the course of daily gravity loading 

Pspine exceeds Psw, and disc hydration is reduced, compressive stiffness is increased, and 

range of motion is restored [33, 101, 102]. For example, 2 hours of gravity loading in 

vitro decreases lumbar disc height by 1.1mm, increases range of lumbar flexion by 12.5 

degrees, and reduces peak bending stresses by 41% [50]. These data imply that prolonged 

exposure to microgravity might even further limit lumbar range of motion and for a 

longer duration after restoration of gravitational loads. 

Sustained increases in disc water content and height also influence disc cell 

biology in ways that may accelerate disc degeneration. Concomitant with increased 

water, there are changes in pH, osmolality, and fixed charge density, fluctuations of 

which can trigger disc cells to decrease production of important matrix proteins and 

increase production of pro-inflammatory and catabolic factors [103-107]. Additionally, 

the disc is the largest avascular structure in the body, so diffusive transport to and from 

capillaries in adjacent vertebra is crucial for nutrient supply and metabolic waste 

removal.  Normal diurnal fluctuations in water content assist diffusive mechanisms by 

providing periodic convective fluid transport, a feature which is lost under sustained 

weightlessness. Increased disc height lengthens the diffusion distance to cells at the 

central disc regions, potentially leading to metabolic stress. These changes have been 
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reported to down-regulate production of critical matrix components, which can lead to 

accelerated disc degeneration and diminished tissue material properties [45, 103-105, 

108, 109]. Stretched and thinned due to increased disc water, annular tissue integrity may 

be further compromised as excessive and prolonged stretch can have deleterious effects 

on annular cells, and consequently matrix material properties [110].  

Loss of lumbar lordosis from supraphysiologic disc swelling produces multiple 

adverse biomechanical consequences [75, 87]. Firstly, abnormal intradiscal pressure 

distributions are observed as the loss of lordosis offsets the normal tensile and 

compressive differences between the anterior and posterior annulus [111, 112].  This 

change leads to a posterior migration of the nucleus and produces increased hydrostatic 

pressure at the posterior NP/AF interface. Secondly, loss of lordosis increases tensile 

forces in the posterior annulus [111].  As a result, the posterior and posterolateral AF 

(anatomical sites linked to disc herniation in the general population), are pre-stressed 

upon return to gravity and at a higher risk of rupture due to decreased flexion ROM with 

nuclear swelling [98, 100]. Combined with weakened annular tissue, this pressurized 

interface and pre-stressed annulus could render the disc more likely for prolapse. 

 

1.3.3 Summary 

In summary, reduced trunk loading in microgravity permits extra-physiologic disc 

swelling. This causes loss of lordosis, increased pre-tension in paraspinal ligaments, and 

muscle atrophy. These changes adversely alter biomechanics by increasing the passive 

spinal stiffness (disc and ligaments) and decreasing the active stiffness (muscles) that 

increase risk of tissue overloading that is consistent with back pain reported by 
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astronauts. In addition, changes in interdiscal pressure distributions can have adverse 

effects on disc cells, leading to diminish tissue material properties. Taken together, 

elevated stresses and diminished material properties theoretically increase the risk for 

disc prolapse.   

 

1.4 Biomechanics of Disc Herniation within the General Population 

1.4.1 Definition and Etiology 

A disc herniation occurs when mechanical failure of annular tissue, either within 

its substance or at its attachment to the vertebral rim, results in migration of disc material 

through the annulus [16, 113, 114]. Herniation is classified as either protrusions or 

extrusions, both of which can lead to compression of nerve roots or the spinal cord, 

causing pain [8, 9, 115, 116]. Complete disc extrusion occurs when all lamellae of the 

annulus rupture and allow disc material to escape.  Disc protrusion occurs when disc 

material passes through all but the outermost lamellae, causing a contained bulging of the 

outer annular contour.  Common to both modes is a detachment, tear, or severe 

weakening of the annulus, followed by full or partial escape of disc material.  For the 

purpose of this introductory review, these modes will be referred to interchangeably.  

Muscle and gravitational loads subject the discs to various combinations of 

compression, shear, bending, and torsion loads, which the healthy joint complex supports 

at physiologic levels [12]. Epidemiologic studies have linked acute disc herniation to a 

variety of daily tasks including lifting, twisting, and bending as well as adverse events 

such as whole body vibration, jolts, and falls [27, 95]. Consequently, in vitro 

investigations to characterize the disc’s injury tolerance have attempted to produce 
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herniation by subjecting motion segments to axial compression, shear, bending, torsion, 

and complex loading that includes combinations thereof [14, 15, 17, 18, 117-120].  

 

1.4.2 Lack of Herniation via Uniaxial Loading 

Numerous biomechanical studies clearly show that the disc does not herniate 

acutely by purely compressive forces. In vitro studies have shown that the vertebral 

endplate is the weak link when the spine is axially compressed [17, 121-123]. In 

particular, Roaf reported annular bulging and failure secondary to endplate deflection in 

response to axial compression [22]. It is only after nuclear material passes into the 

vertebral body and turgor is lost that the annulus bulges [124]. This applies even when 

the disc is degenerated, or when the annulus is weakened artificially prior to force 

application [125]. Similarly, cadaveric testing has revealed that herniation via axial 

torsion alone is also unlikely [126-128]. When whole lumbar motion segments are 

subjected to axial torque (in the presence of a compressive preload), the annulus is 

protected from excessive stretch by the action of the facet joints and neural arch [126, 

129]. Upon removal of the neural arch, motion segments subjected to 17.5 Nm of axial 

torque for 4000 cycles suffer annular delamination though disc herniation was not 

observed [20]. Complete torsional failure of an isolated normal lumbar disc, unprotected 

by the neural arch, occurs at an average angle of 16 degrees [127]. The site of initial 

torsional damage is not easily identified, but is likely to occur in the neural arch, at least 

in specimens aged less than 60 years. Additional evidence from computational models 

also suggests that the apophyseal joints are able to protect lumbar discs from torsional 

damage [130]. Other computational models predict that twisting does create injurious 
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strain values in the annulus, though only when in combination with lifting and flexion 

[131]. In summary, the lumbar discs do not sustain any minor injury before the motion 

segment is damaged at approximately 25 Nm.  

Lumbar discs are protected from excessive flexion by the ligaments of the neural 

arch, so that when the ligaments first sustain damage, the disc is subjected to a bending 

moment of only 14 Nm [132]. If the neural arch is first removed, then the disc fails by 

tearing of the outer posterior annulus, either in its mid substance or at its attachment to 

the adjacent vertebra (rim lesion) [132]. However, Rissanen et al.. have reported that the 

ligaments of the neural arch are regularly, if not almost always, damaged in clinical cases 

of disc herniation [133]. This implicates flexion in the development of disc herniation, 

possibly in combination with other loading conditions. It also suggests that disc 

herniation is more likely to occur if motion segments are flexed beyond their elastic limit, 

that is, their range of motion.  

 

1.4.3 Disc Herniation due to Complex Loading 

In vivo, the spine is rarely subjected to ‘pure’ compression, shear, bending, or 

torsion. Various combinations are typically applied together, and interactions between 

different components of loading likely occur. For example, a compressive preload is 

known to increase a motion segment’s resistance to bending [69]. During some activities 

in life, however, two or more loading components rise to high levels simultaneously. For 

example heavy lifting is commonly implicated in disc herniation [134] and subjects the 

lumbar spine to high bending, compression, and shear, sometimes with lateral bending 

and torsion superimposed.  
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The overwhelming majority of clinical cases of disc herniation involve disruption 

at the posterior or posterolateral aspect of the annulus [16]. Consequently, many 

researchers have investigated the potential role of hyperflexion as a biomechanical trigger 

of disc herniation [14, 15, 17, 18, 117-120]. In one study, damage to the interspinous and 

supraspinous ligaments was observed following hyperflexion-induced HNP, a finding 

that has been oft-corroborated in clinical reports of symptomatic HNP cases [133]. Most 

in vitro disc herniations have been produced when the motion segment is compressed 

while flexed beyond its natural range of motion [27]. This combination of compression 

plus extreme flexion creates high tension in the outer annulus that can lead to either 

avulsion from the vertebral rim, or mid substance failure [112]. Additionally, these two 

motions increase the intradiscal hydrostatic pressure and shunt nuclear material toward a 

common site of failure, satisfying both necessary conditions for prolapse [12, 16, 114]. 

The requirement of hyperflexion for HNP is demonstrated by experiments where 

cadaveric motion segments are compressed to failure while wedged in moderate forward 

flexion (4-10 degrees). In these cases, failure usually occurs in the vertebral endplate, and 

there appears to be no significant change in the compressive strength on account of 

bending [135]. In flexed postures, the stretched posterior ligaments exert a ‘hidden’ 

compressive force on the disc and in addition the share of the applied load resisted by the 

facet joints is reduced [132, 136]. As a result, compressive strength is relatively 

independent of flexion angle, provided that the elastic limit of flexion is not exceeded. A 

combination of compression and moderate bending can cause the intervertebral disc to 

fail first, by prolapsing posteriorly [137], but this usually occurs only when the flexion 

angle is high relative to the level range of motion.  
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If a cadaveric lumbar motion segment is flexed 1-3 degrees beyond its normal 

elastic limit, then compressive failure often occurs within the disc resulting in posterior 

herniation of the nucleus [137]. Disc prolapse is reported to occur more readily when a 

component of lateral bending is added to the forwards bending and compression, but the 

weakening effect of the lateral bending has not been quantified [137].  

The activity of the trunk and paraspinal musculature provides another mechanism 

of safety from injury. A study comparing the flexion limit of osteoligamentous cadaveric 

specimens to a group of standing, healthy volunteers shows that the elastic limit of the 

cadaveric specimens surpassed the flexion limit of volunteers by about 10 degrees [138]. 

This suggests that muscle activity acts as a margin of safety against spinal injury in 

flexion. Furthermore, these data imply that muscle atrophy could pose health risks to the 

spine under spastic flexion conditions.  

 

1.4.4 Water Content and Disc Degeneration Affect Herniation Risk     

As discussed above, an increase in nuclear pressure decreases in vivo range of 

motion, so when this rise in pressure is combined with a postural perturbation, the risk for 

exceeding the local ROM, and thereby damaging the annulus, is more probable.  

Conversely, disc prolapse is less likely to occur if the water content and disc height has 

been reduced by prior creep loading [33], because this reduces the nucleus volume and 

allows the annulus to assume a slacked configuration [124]. It is speculated that via this 

diurnal mechanism of nucleus volume fluctuation, risk of herniation is greatest 

immediately after bed rest when discs have elevated water content and decreased range of 

motion [33].  For example, Adams et al. reported that 26 of 61 (43%) cadaveric 
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specimens that were not creep loaded for six hours prolapsed when subjected to a 

combination of compression, shear, and bending [33]. This is in contrast with 2 of 19 

(11%) undergoing prolapse under the same loading conditions after creep loading.  

Farfan suggests disc herniation stems from an interplay between degenerative 

changes and mechanical loading [139].  That producing a disc herniation requires a 

“perfect storm” of morphological and mechanical factors has since become generally 

accepted. In cadaveric studies, most herniations have been achieved by testing specimens 

with both compromised annuli and hydrated nuclei [15, 18, 137, 140, 141]. While 

prolapse in other cases is possible, the majority of clinical and in vitro cases of herniation 

occur under these circumstances. 

However, while mechanical factors may be necessary they are not sufficient for 

producing disc herniation. Additionally, degenerative changes contribute the disc to 

prolapse risk [139, 142].  In vitro studies have shown that moderately degenerated discs 

are more susceptible to herniation than either healthy or severely degenerative discs [18, 

137]. One cadaveric study failed to produce herniation of nuclear material through the 

annuli in specimens younger than 25 or older than 60, observing only nuclear migration 

through the vertebral endplates in these cases [15]. This data demonstrate the importance 

of both annular strength and nuclear pressure. Firstly, the annulus must be weak enough 

to rupture under physiologic loading, so the high tensile strength of healthy discs 

typically prevents such an occurrence [140, 141]. Degenerative discs however exhibit 

annular weakening due to progressive disorganization of the collagen fiber network 

within its lamellae as well as disrupted translamellar bridging networks [24, 143]. 

Secondly, nuclear material must be sufficiently pressurized and hydrated to permit 
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annular overloading and matrix migration through developing annular fissures [12]. 

Severely degenerative discs exhibit substantial nuclear desiccation due to proteoglycan 

degradation [31, 144] and nucleus matrix fibrosis from excessive collagen production 

[57]. Together, these changes reduce annular tension and the likelihood of herniation by 

immobilizing nuclear material. Additionally, annulus calcification and osteophyte 

formation across disc space in severely degenerated discs inhibits injurious hypermobility 

[56, 145].  

According to these phenomena, moderately degenerative discs are characteristic 

of those most likely to satisfy both criteria for prolapse. Data from 600 excised discs in a 

cross-sectional study showed that 22.3% of moderately degenerative discs were in the 40-

49 year age range, the highest of any age range [146]. 89% of all excised samples within 

this age range exhibited moderate degeneration, also the highest percentage of any range. 

Since the average age of astronauts diagnosed with disc herniation is 45.4 years (SD not 

provided) [1], unfavorable alterations in spinal morphology due to spaceflight only 

further exacerbate an already heightened likelihood of prolapse upon return to Earth.  

 

1.4.5 Summary 

In summary, disc herniation occurs when the annulus is overloaded in tension as 

the motion segment bends, and pressure forces nuclear material entirely or partially 

through the damaged region. While many conditions can cause prolapse, the clinical 

experience implicates flexion movements while most in vitro reproductions in cadavers 

implicate a combination of compression plus flexion. The disc itself must contain 

sufficiently weak annular tissue to rupture and sufficiently high nuclear pressure to move 
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gelatinous nuclear material through annular fissures. Consequently, moderately 

degenerated discs are inherently predisposed, and movements exceeding natural range of 

motion are necessary. 

 

1.5 Post-flight Herniation Risk  

The increased risk of disc herniation following spaceflight stems from a lag 

between increased gravity-related physiological demands, and recovery from 

microgravity-induced changes in individual passive and active spinal stiffness.  

 

1.5.1 Herniation in the Astronaut Population 

Although astronauts are subject to 48-hours of required inactivity upon return and 

advised to remain minimally active for a few weeks thereafter [147], the microgravity-

induced morphological and biomechanical changes likely persist over a greater time 

period. In a longitudinal study that followed 6472 person-years in astronauts, 44% of the 

post-flight herniation events occurred during the first year after return with 9% occurring 

on landing day [1]. The lag is illustrated by a Weibull time-hazard profile, where risk of 

herniation is highest immediately after landing and decreases asymptotically over 

decades.  Interestingly, this response is similar to the creep characteristics of 

intervertebral discs, where disc height and volume decrease asymptotically to baseline 

values once gravity loading is restored [148]. Given the above-described microgravity-

induced changes, daily activities that would otherwise be harmless can place the disc at 

risk of injury during the post-flight period when the complex synergy between passive 

and active stabilizing elements of the spine is disrupted [52, 53, 149-151]. Passive 
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stiffness is increased because of spinal lengthening and straightening, while active 

stiffness is decreased owing to muscle deconditioning. During weightlessness, active 

stiffness is not crucial as spinal buckling is unlikely. With gravitational loads restored, 

lack of synergy between these constraints can lead to neuromuscular errors causing 

uncontrolled intervertebral movement and subsequent tissue-strain injury until 

cooperative action is re-established [152]. This is especially evident in the lower lumbar 

levels, where intersegmental muscle control is critical and herniation is more common. 

 

1.5.2 Disc Degeneration in the Astronaut Population 

Since moderately degenerative discs are more likely to prolapse than healthy or 

severely degenerated discs, astronaut demographics can be an associated risk factor. 

Moderately degenerated discs are most prevalent in the 40-49 year age range 

(approximately 90%) [146]. Since the average age of astronauts diagnosed with disc 

herniation is 45.4 years (SD not provided) [1], unfavorable alterations in spinal 

morphology due to spaceflight only further exacerbate an already heightened likelihood 

of prolapse upon return to Earth.  

 

1.5.3 Passive Stiffness Re-acclimation 

The time-course for disc re-acclimation to gravity is slow and variable. In one 

bed-rest study, less than a week of ambulation was required for disc cross-sectional area 

to fully recover after five weeks of bed rest [78]. In the same study, disc area remained 

above baseline after seven weeks of recovery from 17 weeks of bed rest. Yet, another 

group reported incomplete recovery of IVD volume, disc height, and spine length five 
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months after just three weeks of bed rest [89]. Similarly, Hides et al. reported that 90 

days of ambulation could not reverse the effects of 60 days of bed rest [87]. Increases in 

spine length, disc volume, and disc height can persist 720 days after just 60 days of HDT 

bed rest [85]. Consequently, discs and surrounding ligaments can be over-strained and 

failure-prone for significantly longer than the time which elapsed during microgravity, 

leaving certain daily activities potentially injurious for extended periods of time [33].  

 

1.5.4 Active Stiffness Re-acclimation 

Active spinal stiffness recovers occurs more rapidly than passive stiffness. For 

example, changes in disc morphology can persist for months after weeks of HDT bed 

rest, while recovery of CSA of the multifidus, psoas, and quadratus lumborum is 

achieved more quickly [13]. In a similar study, volunteers underwent 60 days of HDT 

bed rest and were then enrolled in one of two exercise programs [87]. After 90 days of 

training, the CSA of all muscles but the quadratus lumborum at L1/L2 had increased 

from levels at the end of bed rest. In both groups, multifidus CSA at most lumbar levels 

was restored to baseline values within 14 days of training. While recovery of muscle 

CSA is completed prior to restoration of lumbar morphology, these data should be 

interpreted with caution. There is insufficient data on the correlation between muscle 

CSA and neuromuscular control as it pertains to protection of the neighboring 

osteoligamentous structures. Some data suggest that recovery of motor control progresses 

more slowly [153, 154] and that increases in CSA could be attributable to other, even 

detrimental, processes [155]. Further investigation is required to clarify the role of trunk 

muscle rehabilitation in guarding the spine from injury. 
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1.5.5 Summary 

In summary, the combination of increased passive stiffness and decreased active 

stiffness, coincident with increased physical demands due to gravity loading, creates a 

situation where injurious spinal buckling or motions beyond the ROM is probable in 

post-spaceflight astronauts. Elevated ligament loading combined with abnormal muscle-

recruitment patterns can increase disc pressures, and thereby, the potential for tissue 

overload [156]. Taken together, the observed increased risk of disc herniation in 

astronauts and the time-window of this elevated risk can be explained by these factors 

and their respective re-acclimation profiles.  

 

1.6 Current Lack of Understanding  

There remain significant gaps in understanding of mechanisms underlying 

increased risk of disc herniation following spaceflight. Longitudinal studies are needed to 

track relevant biomechanical and clinical parameters before launch, during spaceflight, 

immediately upon landing, and periodically thereafter. These data can be used to develop 

predictive risk models that quantify herniation risk based on validated, measureable 

parameters. These models can also be used to develop countermeasures for mitigating 

deleterious microgravity-induced changes and optimizing post-flight reconditioning 

protocols. Only then can specific drops in inflated risk be targeted by mitigating changes 

in identifiable, continuous predictive variables. Therefore, the quantitative relationship 

between risk of disc herniation and changes in spinal parameters due to spaceflight is 

required. The appropriate parameter should serve as a surrogate measure of the 

probability of disc rupture. It is the opinion of the author that measuring tissue strain in 
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the posterolateral annulus as determined primarily by increases in disc height and flexion 

movements is a reasonable approach to quantifying predictive risk.  

In conclusion, the 4.3-fold likelihood of disc herniation following spaceflight is 

thought to be due to microgravity-induced changes in spinal morphology, diminishing of 

tissue material properties, deconditioning of musculature, and altered biomechanics upon 

restoration of gravitational loads. Much remains unknown due to inherent study 

limitations and lack of spaceflight data. Since mechanical tissue failure is the ultimate 

precursor to prolapse, the multifactorial response of the spine to weightlessness can be 

sufficiently represented by one independent variable that best predicts this singular 

failure event. Only through further investigation into the quantifiable consequences of 

spaceflight can this predictive variable be identified. This will contribute to our 

understanding of the potentially debilitating injury and permit the development of 

effective in-flight preventative measures and post-flight countermeasures against the 

inflated risk that spaceflight invariably causes. 

 

1.7 Goals 

The goals of this dissertation are three-fold. In the next chapter, the role of 

morphological and biomechanical alterations from reduced gravitational loading is 

investigated in an analytical disc model. Results are input into a novel risk model to 

assess how these factors affect disc herniation risk. In Chapter 3, the effect of 

supraphysiologic disc swelling on lumbar biomechanics and annulus fiber strain is 

investigated in cadaveric specimens. Lastly, Chapter 4 analyzes the role of biochemical 

and morphological factors in affecting inherent herniation risk. The conclusion 
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contextualizes results, as well as points toward in-flight preventative and post-flight 

countermeasures against herniation risk. This is followed by suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Biomechanical and Morphological 

Parameters Alone Account Largely for the 

Increased Disc Herniation Risk following 

Spaceflight: an Analytical Disc Model 

2.1  Introduction 

Astronauts suffer from a 4.3-fold increase in incidence of disc herniation 

following spaceflight compared to the general population. In the lumbar spine, the 

increase in incidence is 2.8-fold [1]. Risk of herniation is greatest immediately after 

landing and decreases asymptotically over decades toward pre-flight values. In the event 

that herniated material impinges the spinal cord or nerve roots, the resulting pain can be 

debilitating and may require surgery [8, 9]. Despite ongoing research, the direct 

relationship between spinal response to prolonged exposure to microgravity and the 

increased likelihood of disc herniation remains to be clarified. 
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Disc herniation occurs when rupture of annular tissue results in migration of 

nuclear or annular material beyond the vertebral circumference [11, 12]. The precise 

etiology of disc herniation is unclear; however, morphological and biomechanical factors 

are relevant since microgravity alters musculoskeletal function [13]. Wing et al. report a 

4- to 7-centimeter increase in stature during long-duration spaceflight, approximately 

twice what is due to overnight bed rest [6, 32]. This supraphysiologic gain in height can 

be attributed to reduction of thoracic and lumbar spinal curvature and increase in disc 

height [7, 75]. Secondary to these changes are increases in intradiscal pressure, altered 

disc biomechanics, and abnormal disc cell biology [50, 99, 103].  

Composed of 20-25 concentric lamellae, the annulus fibrosus serves to contain 

nuclear material and limit vertebral movement [12, 30]. Each lamella is composed of 

tension-bearing collagen fibers angulated relative to the spinal axis, in alternating 

fashion. Plastic deformation of fibers occurs at extensions greater than 4% and produces 

damage accumulation [157-159], which might lead to annular rupture. While many 

conditions can cause herniation via a multitude of mechanisms, the clinical experience 

implicates flexion movements [14, 15, 17, 18, 117-120, 133, 134] while most in vitro 

reproductions in cadavers require a combination of compression plus flexion [18, 27, 

137]. 

The overall objective of the current study was to quantify the effect of 

supraphysiologic increases in disc height on risk of disc herniation in the lumbar spine. 

This was accomplished by testing the following three hypotheses: (1) increased disc 

height and injurious flexion motions account for the majority of the observed 2.8-fold 

incidence; (2), managing disc height increases mitigate the inflated risk; and (3), 
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restricting flexion initially following spaceflight decreases relative risks. To test these, an 

analytical model was constructed that tracks the extension of annular collagen fibers 

through a set of mechanical transformations. A spectrum of boundary conditions is 

considered wherein extension magnitude is converted to a risk quotient. Relative risk is 

calculated as the ratio of risk quotients determined by spaceflight and terrestrial control 

populations. 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 General Model Approach 

The model treats risk of herniation as a quotient that is proportional to collagen 

fiber extension in a healthy lumbar disc. Fiber extension is calculated as a function of 

increase in disc height, flexion angle, intradiscal pressure, and material and structural 

constants (Table 2.1). Fiber extension surfaces are created where increase in disc height 

and flexion angle vary independently in normal distributions. The volume under the 

extension surface is calculated for the spaceflight and terrestrial control case as 

representations of herniation risk. The ratio of the spaceflight volume to the terrestrial 

volume was reported as the relative risk.  

 

Table 2.1: Geometric and material quantities for annulus model 

Quantity Anterior Annulus Posterior Annulus 
 Inner Outer Inner Outer 

Radius (mm) 15.4 20.4 15.4 20.4 
Original Height (mm) 9 9 9 9 
Fiber alignment (°) 45 30 45 30 
Fiber crimp (°) 42 22 42 22 
Circumferential tensile                        10 50 5 20 modulus (MPa) 
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2.2.2 Model Structure 

The lumbar intervertebral disc was simplified as a right cylinder and consisted of 

a nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus. Fiber extension was calculated in each of the 

inner and outer, anterior and posterolateral regions of the annulus. The nucleus was 

assigned a reference height of 9mm and diameter of 30.8mm [30, 158], and featured only 

a hydrostatic pressure. The annulus was assigned the same original height and a thickness 

of 5mm [158]. Collagen fibers in the annulus were defined at 45° and 60° relative to the 

spinal axis in the inner and outermost layers, respectively [44]. Regionally-dependent 

material properties and collagen crimp angles were taken from the literature [44, 160].  

The spinal ligaments and posterior elements of the motion segment were neglected as 

their absence does not affect the study approach. 

 

2.2.3 Regions of Interest in the Analytical Model 

Four rectangular regions of interest were defined within the inner and outer, and 

anterior and posterolateral annulus. The vertical dimension of each region represents 

axial disc height. The horizontal dimension represents the circumferential distance 

traversed by a collagen fiber along its respective inclination. Therefore, each region 

contains a single theoretical collagen fiber running diagonally between two corners of the 

region for one lamella (Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of region of interest for disc model. Annulus is represented by rectangle 
positioned such that the vertical dimension (h) represents axial disc height. The horizontal 
dimension (s) represents the circumferential distance traversed by a collagen fiber along its 
respective inclination (θ).  
 

 
2.2.4 Fiber Strain Calculation 

Collagen fiber deformation was represented by this diagonal through a set of three 

independent events which were simplified as separate uniaxial deformations.  

The first event was a percent increase in disc height (%h) from prolonged 

exposure to microgravity which was modeled as an increase in the vertical dimension of 

the region with no change in the horizontal dimension (Figure 2.2).  

 
 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the region of interest undergoing an increase in disc height (%h). This is 
represented in the model as an increase in the vertical dimension of the rectangle to h′, which 
causes an increase in the length of the diagonal line representing a collagen fiber to d′.  
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This is represented in the disc model as an increase in the vertical dimension of the 

rectangle: 

 ℎ′ = (1 + %ℎ)ℎ (2.1) 

   

The second event was the restoration of gravitational loads upon landing. This 

was modeled as the introduction of intradiscal pressure which creates a hoop stress in the 

annulus and causes disc bulging [12]. The disc was treated as a thick-walled cylindrical 

pressure vessel wherein hydrostatic disc pressure produced circumferential tensile stress 

in the annulus (Figure 2.3). 

 
 

Figure 2.3: Schematic of cylindrical, thick-walled pressure vessel representing the intervertebral 
disc. The nucleus is shown in white and produces a hydrostatic pressure (P) that creates a hoop 
stress (σ) in the annulus, shown in grey.  
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In a system with elastic modulus E, outer radius R2, inner radius R1, and pressure 

P, hoop stress is given by the equation: 

 𝜎𝑡(𝜌) =  
𝑃𝑅12 �1 + �𝑅2𝜌 �

2
�

(𝑅22 − 𝑅12)  (2.2) 

 

where 𝜌 is radial position within the annulus and external pressure is assumed to be zero. 

(For the inner annulus 𝜌 = 𝑅1 and for the outer annulus 𝜌 = 𝑅2) 

Circumferential hoop strain is Hookean and determined based on regionally-

dependent circumferential tensile modulus, E, in the annulus extracted from the literature 

(Table 2.1). Therefore it follows that 

 𝜎𝑡(𝜌) = 𝐸𝜀𝑠 (2.3) 

 

This was modeled as an increase in the horizontal dimension of the rectangular 

region with no change in the vertical dimension (Figure 2.4): 

 

 𝑠′ = 𝑠 �1 +  
𝑃𝑅12 �1 + �𝑅2𝜌 �

2
�

𝐸(𝑅22 − 𝑅12) � (2.4) 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the region of interest undergoing a circumferential hoop strain. This is 
represented in the model as an increase in the horizontal dimension of the rectangle to s′, which 
causes further increase in the collagen fiber dimension from d′ to d′′.  
 

 

The third event was forward bending (flexion) during daily activities following 

spaceflight. The axis of rotation of the motion segment was defined in the center of the 

cylindrical disc that undergoes simple bending (Figure 2.5).  

 
 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of simple beam undergoing bending representing forward bending of the 
intervertebral disc. The disc, shown in grey, undergoes flexion with an associated angle (Ψflex) and 
radius of curvature (r). The distance (y) from the neutral axis of the bending disc is used to 
calculate strain according to classical beam theory. In this model, y equals cos(45°)R1 and 
cos(45°)R2 in the inner and outer posterolateral annulus, respectively. 
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According to classical beam theory and within the context of this model, disc height 

along the neutral axis (seen as a dotted line) is related to flexion angle by: 

 

 ℎ′ = 𝑟𝛹𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 (2.5) 

 

Here, the radius of curvature of the motion segment (r) terminates along the 

neutral axis of the disc. According to theory, strain is zero along this axis and can 

otherwise be calculated as a function of the radial distance (y) from it: 

 

 𝜀𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 =  
𝑦
𝑟

 (2.6) 

 

In the inner and outer anterior annulus, y is equal to –R1 and –R2, respectively and 

is negative because the annulus is compressed in this region during flexion. In the 

posterolateral annulus, strains are evaluated 45° from the posterior aspect of the annulus. 

Therefore, in the inner and outer posterolateral annulus, y is equal to cos(45°)R1 and 

cos(45°)R2, respectively.  

This was modeled in the posterolateral region specifically as an increase in the 

vertical dimension of the rectangular region with no change in the horizontal dimension 

(Figure 2.6).  
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the region of interest undergoing an increase in vertical dimension from 
h′ to h′′. This represents forward bending of motion segments during daily activities. In the model, 
increasing disc height causes a third increase in collagen fiber length from d′′ to d′′′.  

 
 

Following this third transformation, the region of interest in the annulus has increased 

axially to: 

 ℎ′′ = 𝑦𝛹𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 + ℎ′ =  𝑦𝛹𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥 + (1 + %ℎ)ℎ  (2.7) 

 

Since our region of interest was defined with corners at right angles, collagen 

fiber stretch can be solved for by using: 

 

 𝑑′′′

𝑑
=  ��

ℎ′′

𝑑
�
2

+ �
𝑠′

𝑑
�
2

 (2.8) 
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To find the collagen fiber length after increased disc height, restoration of 

gravitational loads, and forward bending, equations (2.4) and (2.7) are combined with: 

 

 ℎ = 𝑑 sin𝜃  (2.9) 

 𝑠 = 𝑑 cos𝜃 (2.10) 

 

To arrive at 

 𝑑′′′
𝑑

=  ���
𝑦𝛹𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥
ℎ

+ %ℎ + 1� sin𝜃�
2

+

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
�1 +  

𝑃𝑅12 �1 + �𝑅2𝜌 �
2
�

𝐸(𝑅22 − 𝑅12) � cos 𝜃

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
2

 (2.11) 

 

Therefore, for each point in the disc height/flexion domain, collagen stretch is calculated 

for each of the inner and outer, anterior and posterolateral annulus.  

 

2.2.5 Collagen Fiber Extension 

Natural fiber crimping requires elongation to ‘un-crimp’ the collagen fibers. In the 

inner and outer annulus, this threshold strain is 34.6% and 7.85%, respectively [44]. It is 

therefore assumed that any strain below this value produces no extension in fibers. Above 

these values, extension is calculated relative to the un-crimped length.  

 

2.2.6 Intradiscal Pressure 

For the terrestrial control case, intradiscal pressure was set at 0.8MPa, half way in 

between reported values of 0.5MPa standing erect and 1.1MPa ‘bending forward’ [99]. 
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This value was chosen because the model considers a spectrum of flexion angles between 

neutral posture and full-forward bending. The showcased spaceflight condition of 17.5% 

increase in disc height features an intradiscal pressure of 0.95MPa. This value was 

chosen because a 0.15MPa gain in pressure has been reported owing to bed rest [99].  

 

2.2.7 Creation of Collagen Fiber Extension Arrays 

All technical computing was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, 

MA). A 200x150 array was created for each region of interest. Numerical disc height 

increase varied linearly between 0% and 40% across 200 evenly spaced rows. Numerical 

flexion angle varied linearly between 0° and 15° across 150 evenly spaced columns 

(Figure 2.7).  

 

Figure 2.7: Model array construction of collagen fiber extension with disc height increase between 
0% and 40% across 200 rows and flexion angle between 0° and 15° across 150 columns. Values in 
each entry correspond to numerical collagen fiber extension. 

 
Collagen fiber strain was calculated for each cell in the array corresponding to a 

particular flexion angle and percent disc height increase. This was performed for each of 

the four regions of interest. Strains below the inner and outer un-crimping thresholds 

were zeroed. In cases where straightening of collagen fibers was achieved, strains were 

calculated relative to the un-crimped length and reported as collagen fiber extension. 
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The basis for the current study is that collagen fiber extension beyond 4% 

generates plastic tissue deformation and causes damage. To this end, all array entries 

possessing collagen fiber extensions below this value were zeroed leaving only values of 

4% of greater. Since the risk model uses collagen fiber extension as a surrogate measure 

for herniation risk, only injurious extensions were admitted into risk assessment.  

Acute herniation occurs when disc material migrates through part or all of the 

annulus and surpasses the vertebral periphery. To represent this in the model, each of the 

distinct 200x150 inner and outer anterior annulus arrays were summed element-wise to 

form a 200x150 whole-anterior-annulus array. The same was done for the inner and outer 

posterolateral arrays.  

What results is a set of two 200x150 arrays representing potentially injurious 

collagen fiber extensions for the anterior and posterolateral annulus. Since only plastic 

deformation is considered, if one entry (for a particular flexion angle and percent disc 

height increase) in the inner posterolateral annulus array was below 4% and the same 

entry in the outer array was above 4%, the new, whole posterolateral array entry would 

equal the outer array value. In another example, if both the inner and outer array values 

were above 4%, then the complete array entry would be the sum of the two.  

 

2.2.8 Creation of Terrestrial and Spaceflight Risk Surfaces 

In vivo, neither all disc height changes nor all forward-bending angles are equally 

likely events to occur. To address this, entries in the two extension arrays were weighted 

according to the probability of the disc height/flexion event occurring. Distinct 2D 

normal probability distributions of flexion and disc height were created for the control 
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and spaceflight cases within the domain. Therefore, posterolateral and anterior array 

values were weighted differently for the two cases. For the terrestrial control case, the 

distribution had a mean disc height increase of 11±3% to coincide with diurnal 

fluctuation [35] and to represent the approximately 30% variation in natural systems 

(Figure 2.8a). The mean flexion was set at 0° and no extension (negative numerical 

flexion) angles were considered. A 5° standard deviation in the positive direction was 

applied. Therefore, the terrestrial extension entry corresponding to no flexion and an 11% 

increase in disc height was weighted the highest. For the spaceflight case, a mean disc 

height of 17.5±3% was set to reflect reported extended bed rest data (Figure 2.8b) [36, 

78].  

 

Figure 2.8: The probability distribution of disc height and flexion events for (a), the terrestrial case 
centered at an 11% increase in disc height and (b), the spaceflight case centered at 17.5%. Both 
feature the same flexion probability distribution.  

 

The standard deviation of 3% was preserved. The probability distribution of 

flexion angles was maintained across both cases. This is important to feature as postural 

demands of daily activities in pre-flight and post-flight astronauts are assumed to be 

identical. In this case, the entry corresponding to no flexion and 17.5% increase in disc 
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height was weighted most. Each distinct 2D probability distribution possessed a volume 

of unity. 

 

2.2.9 Calculation of Relative Risk of Herniation following Spaceflight 

After each anterior and posterior collagen extension array was weighted according 

to domain event probability, the volume under the surface was calculated using built-in 

MATLAB functions. Individual risk volume magnitudes and units of measurement are 

nonsensical as injurious collagen fiber extension is merely a surrogate measure for 

herniation risk. Therefore, relative risk quotients were calculated as the ratio of individual 

risk volumes and termed the relative risk. In the current study, the relative volumes under 

the weighted risk surfaces represent the relative risk of herniation between astronauts 

following spaceflight after a 17.5% increase in disc height and terrestrial controls. The 

17.5% increase in disc height is termed the ‘showcased spaceflight condition’. 

 

2.2.10 Quantifying the Effect of Disc Height on Relative Risk 

A further goal of the study was to determine the relationship between disc height 

increase and relative risk of disc herniation. To accomplish this, the mean disc height 

increase in the spaceflight probability distribution was varied from 11% (terrestrial 

control) to 31% in 1% increments. Since intradiscal pressure in the 11% (0.8MPa) and 

17.5% (0.95 MPa) case differed by 0.15MPa, it was simplified to scale linearly between 

and beyond these values for the purpose of the study design. Relative risk was calculated 

for each increment by dividing the increased disc height risk volume to the original 

terrestrial control.  
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2.2.11 Quantifying the Effect of Reduced Flexion following Spaceflight on Relative 

Risk 

Limiting flexion following spaceflight was modeled by reducing the standard 

deviation of flexion angles in the spaceflight probability distribution in 1° increments 

from 5° to 1°. New risk volumes for 17.5% disc height increase were calculated for each 

of the 5 cases and compared to terrestrial controls without flexion limitations (5° flexion 

standard deviation).  

 

2.3 Results 

In the anterior annulus, collagen fiber arrays included too few entries with 

injurious extensions to justify calculation of relative risk. This is due to the inclusion of 

flexion as the only postural motion in the current study.  

In the posterolateral annulus, relative risk of herniation between the terrestrial 

control and showcased 17.5% spaceflight condition was 2.65. This was calculated by 

weighting entries of the terrestrial posterolateral annulus extension array (Figure 2.9a) 

and 17.5% spaceflight extension array (Figure 2.9b) by their respective probability 

distributions (Figure 2.8a, b). Volumes under the risk maps for the terrestrial (Figure 

2.10a) and showcased spaceflight condition (Figure 2.10b) were calculated. 

Discontinuities in risk surfaces arise from admitting only extensions greater than 4%. 

Surfaces were colored green if neither the inner nor the outer annulus experienced plastic 

extensions. Surfaces were colored yellow or red if one of both of the layers had injurious 

fiber extensions, respectively. 
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Figure 2.9: Combined inner and outer collagen fiber extension in the annulus of the A, terrestrial 
control and B, the showcased spaceflight model. Surfaces were colored green if neither the inner 
nor the outer annulus experienced plastic extensions. Surfaces were colored yellow or red if one of 
both of the layers had injurious fiber extensions, respectively. Injurious fiber extension is observed 
at lower domain values for the spaceflight case. 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Weighted herniation risk surfaces for the (a), terrestrial control and (b), showcased 
spaceflight model. Under terrestrial conditions, part of the domain features healthy fiber 
extensions. Under spaceflight conditions, only a small part of the domain is not colored red. 

 

Our data demonstrate a sensitivity of relative risk of posterolateral disc herniation 

to increase in disc height. By varying the average disc height increase of the spaceflight 

probability distribution between 11% (diurnal fluctuation) and 31%, relative risk 

quotients increased from unity (no change) to 6.16 (Figure 2.11). The dependence of 
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relative risk on disc height increase was well characterized by a linear fit (R2 = 0.9964) 

and featured a small kink around 15% on the independent axis. The slope of the trend line 

was 0.349 between 11% and 14% disc height increase. The slope between 15% and 31% 

decreased to 0.237, a 34% drop. 

 

Figure 2.11: Relative risk of herniation correlates with increases in disc height. A change in slope 
around 15% is featured. 

 

Reducing flexion in the spaceflight model lessened the relative risk of disc 

herniation in the posterolateral annulus. By varying the flexion angle standard deviation 

of the spaceflight probability distribution between 5 (no reduction) and 1, relative risk 

quotients decreased from 2.65 (no change) to 2.12 (Figure 2.12). The relationship was 

highly linear (R2 = 0.9977) and presented a possible 20% decrease in relative risk through 

heavy limitation of forward bending. 
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Figure 2.12: Restricting flexion following spaceflight negatively correlates with relative risk of 
herniation. Increase in disc height is 17.5%, the showcased spaceflight example. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Study Novelty and Approach 

Collagen fiber bundles reinforce the ground substance of and confer anisotropic 

material properties on the annulus fibrosus [113, 161-163]. Combined with vertebral 

endplates, they permit development of sufficient nuclear pressure required for proper disc 

function [12]. In the case where fibers become damaged, annulus function is 

compromised which leads to altered biomechanics [141] and possible disc herniation.  

We created the first mechanistic approach to quantify risk based on phenomena 

qualitatively linked to disc herniation. The current study addresses the knowledge gap 

between reported disc tissue changes from reduced spinal loading and observed increases 

in incidence of lumbar disc herniation following spaceflight. We propose biomechanical 

mechanisms that largely account for the phenomenon observed in post-flight astronauts. 
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An analytical disc model was created to track the extension of collagen fibers through 

motions following spaceflight. The results were fed into a novel risk model to 

approximate increases in risk of disc herniation under various scenarios. Our results 

suggest that disc height increases observed under prolonged gravitational unloading can 

lead to excessive collagen fiber extension which predisposes the disc to rupture. We also 

demonstrated a dependence of risk on increases in disc height and reduction of post-flight 

flexion. These results highlight general trends which might be useful in identifying in-

flight preventative and post-flight countermeasures against disc herniation following 

spaceflight. 

The difference between calculated herniation risk in the spaceflight and control 

population stems from preferentially weighting entries in the extension arrays. Aside 

from prescribed intradicsal pressure used to calculate fiber extension, distinct weights 

assigned to the flexion-disc height domain are solely responsible for the difference in risk 

quotients. In that regard, the extension arrays model internal factors which are weighted 

by controllable external factors, assumed to be normally distributed. The probability of 

these external factors is therefore described by a 2-dimensional normal distribution 

surface specific to terrestrial control or spaceflight cases. Not all flexion angles and disc 

height increases are likely to occur in vivo, so those combinations that are more likely are 

designed to contribute more to injury risk. Lower flexion angles are achieved prior to, 

and therefore more frequently, than higher ones, which necessarily makes a neutral 

posture most probable. Disc height distributions are averaged around reported 

observations of diurnal and extended bed rest studies. We assumed about 30% variation 

about the diurnal mean which is a generally accepted natural error. Sources of error 
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include population variation, spinal level differences, and heterogeneity in proteoglycan 

concentration within the nucleus. 

 

2.4.2 Supporting External Validity 

Inherent in vivo study limitations and lack of spaceflight data make direct 

validation of results difficult. It is therefore important to compare terrestrial control 

results with in silico and in vitro fiber strain, and extended bed rest data within the 

general population to support external validity of the current study. Fiber strain in the 

outer posterolateral annulus under 7° of flexion in terrestrial controls was determined to 

be 4.7% which is consistent with previous findings of Stokes showing posterolateral fiber 

strains of 5.8% (bone-to-bone model, reported as 0.83%/deg) and 3.6% (disc only model, 

reported as 0.51%/deg) [164]. An in silico study by Shirazi-Adl determined fiber strains 

of 3.7% (graphical approximation) at 7° of flexion, which is within conceivable range 

given the deterministic nature of these studies [131]. Shirazl-Adl in a subsequent study 

computed an increase in fiber strain from 4.6% to 8.9% following a 12% increase in 

nucleus volume under combined flexion loading (12Nm flexion, 1000N compression, and 

200N anterior shear) [165]. In the present study, a 12% increase in disc height augmented 

fiber strains from 4.7% to 7.8%. Although disparate boundary conditions preclude direct 

comparison, these data are in good agreement which indirectly validates the incorporation 

of disc height changes in the current model.  
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2.4.3 Contextualized Results 

The current results suggest that morphological and biomechanical factors alone 

play a major role disc herniation risk following spaceflight (Figure 2.10).  According to 

the current model, disc height increases of 17.5% combined with flexion generate a 2.65-

fold herniation risk in the posterolateral annulus compared to diurnal variation. This 

compares favorably with NASA’s LSAH findings of a 2.8-fold increase in incidence of 

lumbar disc herniation [1]. It should be noted that the presented model does not consider 

the influence of postural muscle atrophy, diminished disc material properties, and altered 

disc health which are known to adversely affect disc biomechanics [56, 149, 166]. The 

author expects that inclusion of these factors would heighten relative risk predictions.  

Further analysis demonstrates a strong, positive correlation between disc height 

increase and relative risk of herniation (Figure 2.11). In the event that disc swelling 

persists beyond 17.5%, the relative risk will surpass 400% at just under a 22% increase. 

These results make sense in the context of diurnal fluctuation and disc biomechanics as 

well. Adams et al. report increased stress and risk of herniation in the posterolateral 

annulus during the morning hours, pointing toward disc swelling as a likely cause [32, 

33]. This highlights a need to develop effective in-flight preventative measures that 

address disc swelling as it occurs to a greater extent in space.  

One interesting feature of the observed trend is an abrupt change in slope at 14% 

disc height increase. The slope of a trend line applied to data between 11% and 14% 

increase is 0.36 whereas the slope of a trend line applied to the remaining data decreased 

by 34% to 0.24. This is a consequence of rejecting collagen extension below 4% from the 

risk model. Within the 11% to 14% range, the inner and outer regions of the annulus still 
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undergo certain flexion angles within the elastic limits of the tissues. The steeper slope is 

due to nonzero entries appearing in the collagen extension array in addition to existing 

entries appreciating in magnitude. In the context of in-flight preventative measures, this 

inflection point could serve as a target for astronauts by using onboard fluoroscopic 

imaging techniques. The post-flight recovery process could be accelerated by preventing 

increases above 15% before landing, because similar rates of disc dehydration would 

yield greater decreases in relative risk.  

Our study indicates that restricting forward bending initially following spaceflight 

can substantially decrease herniation risk (Figure 2.12). Reducing the standard deviation 

of the spaceflight probability distribution for flexion from 5° to 1° triggered a 20% 

decrease in relative herniation risk. Although this result cannot be directly compared to 

other studies, the finding is not surprising as flexion is implicated in the majority of 

clinical cases of disc herniation in the general population [133, 134]. Herniation in 

similar cases has been linked to exceeding flexion range of motion [137], which is 

reduced during the morning hours on account of increased disc hydration [50]. Back pain 

was also alleviated through restriction of early-morning flexion movements [167]. Since 

spinal changes due to spaceflight are more exaggerated than diurnal fluctuation, the 

benefit of restricting flexion initially following spaceflight might be more marked. 

 

2.4.4 Significance and Implications 

These results help to explain the effect of supraphysiologic disc swelling on 

herniation risk; however, we caution that probability distributions of injurious fiber 

strains do not fully explain acute disc herniation likelihood. In vivo, uncontrolled extreme 
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loading can spontaneously produce annular tears at the vertebral rim [25, 27]. The current 

study does not consider this mechanism which could be represented as tissue failure 

above ultimate tensile strains of 15-20%. Clearly, other factors such as population 

variability and tissue fatigue influence risk. Still, no study to the author’s knowledge has 

considered the weighted action of a spectrum of known etiological factors in describing 

the mechanisms of disc herniation. 

 

2.4.5 Strengths and Limitations 

This study has several unique features compared with previous studies on disc 

injury mechanisms. Firstly, we leverage their invaluable work in identifying high-risk 

anatomical regions to focus on examination of underlying factors within the 

posterolateral annulus. This enabled a more practical analysis of risk based on 

probabilistic factors such as frequency of daily activities and degree of microgravity 

exposure. Furthermore, we incorporate strains in both the inner and outer annulus to 

model herniation. This approach adheres more accurately to the mechanical definition of 

disc herniation. Thirdly, we extend upon work conducted on the effect of diurnal disc 

height fluctuation on motion segment biomechanics to include disc height increases 

likely experienced during spaceflight. Since correlations are drawn between continuous 

variables, the model can adapt to the general population. Despite its novel features, the 

current work has a number of limitations inherent to analytical models.  The most 

important limitation was the deterministic nature of calculating relative risk. Although 

this approach facilitated a causal investigation of mechanisms, it did not account for 

variation in specimen geometry, tissue properties, and disc health. A second limitation 
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was the extent of simplification of the model geometry. A more sophisticated model 

would expose stress concentrations and geometric nonlinearities; however, our 

conclusion regarding relative risk of herniation should remain valid because this 

limitation is thought to have a small effect on relative risk quotients compared with the 

overall effects of supraphysiologic swelling of the disc and injurious flexion motions.  

 

2.5 Conclusions 

The study showed that supraphysiologic increases in disc height and forward 

bending are viable mechanisms of amplified disc herniation risk following spaceflight. 

Managing dangerous increases in disc height aboard spacecraft can measurably mitigate 

this risk. Also, initially restricting forward bending upon landing can prevent exceeding a 

decreased range of motion. The results contribute to our understanding of the potentially 

and should be treated as a preliminary benchmark for the design of more complete in vivo 

studies. This will permit the development of effective in-flight preventative measures and 

post-flight countermeasures against the inflated risk that spaceflight invariably causes. 
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Chapter 3 

The Effect of Simulated Microgravity on 

Lumbar Biomechanics and Posterolateral 

Annulus Fiber Strain: an in vitro study 

3.1  Introduction 

Astronauts experience a 4.3-fold increase in disc herniation incidence following 

spaceflight as compared to the general population despite preventative measures and 

ongoing research [1-6]. Within the lumbar spine, the incidence is 280% of that of ground 

controls [1]. While low back pain during spaceflight is common, it can be temporarily 

relieved by assuming the ‘fetal tuck position’ (pulling the knees toward the chest) and 

subsides soon after landing [7]. Increased disc herniation risk, on the other hand, persists 

for decades following spaceflight, can result in debilitating pain [8, 9], and ultimately 

may require surgery [10]. 

Disc herniation occurs when the annulus is overloaded in tension as the motion 

segment bends, and pressure forces nuclear material entirely or partially through the 
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damaged region [11, 12], most commonly the posterolateral annulus [16]. While many 

conditions can cause herniation via a multitude of mechanisms, the clinical experience 

implicates flexion movements [14, 15, 17, 18, 117-120, 133, 134] while most in vitro 

reproductions in cadavers require a combination of compression plus flexion [18, 27, 

137]. 

The inflated risk of disc herniation following spaceflight is thought to be due to 

microgravity-induced changes in spinal morphology [1, 6, 78], diminishing of tissue 

material properties [45, 103-105, 108, 109], deconditioning of postural musculature [76, 

77, 79, 86-89], and altered biomechanics [32, 33, 40, 50, 99, 100] upon restoration of 

gravitational loads. On Earth, herniation risk is thought to be highest just after re-

ambulation [33] due to diurnal fluctuations in disc height of about 10% [32-35, 37, 40]. 

Disc swelling persists for longer durations during spaceflight which possibly triggers an 

exaggerated mechanical response. Despite in vivo, in vitro, and in silico studies of 

terrestrial mechanisms [14-29], the precise etiology of disc herniation following 

spaceflight remains unknown due to inherent study limitations and lack of spaceflight 

data.  

The overall objective of this study was to determine the influence of 

supraphysiologic swelling of the disc on motion segment mechanics in the human lumbar 

spine. This was accomplished by testing the following hypotheses: (1) Supraphysiologic 

disc height increases cause an increase in passive bending stiffness and decrease in ROM; 

(2) collagen fiber strains in the posterolateral annulus are increased in common herniation 

postures from increased disc height; and (3) plastic deformation of collagen fibers occurs 

at lower flexion angles after supraphysiologic disc swelling due to a shift in strain-flexion 
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response; and (4) intradiscal pressure and resistive moment to bending are increased due 

to increased disc height. To test these, we compared the biomechanical responses to 

various tests before and after simulated microgravity and correlated them to each 

specimen’s unique increase in disc height. These biomechanical data will complement 

known spinal changes due to microgravity and mechanisms of disc herniation to serve as 

a preliminary benchmark for the development of effective in-flight preventative measures 

and post-flight countermeasures against the inflated risk that spaceflight invariably 

causes. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Specimen Preparation 

This study used eight fresh-frozen human lumbar segments (L2/3 or L4/5) from 

five donors with a mean age of 63 years (range 51-76), including 3 males and 2 females.  

Specimens were thawed and cleaned of paraspinal musculature, while preserving bony, 

capsular, and ligamentous tissue.  AP and lateral radiographs were used to ensure 

adequate disc height and to exclude specimens with bony pathology, trauma, or 

intervention. 

In each specimen, the cranial and caudal vertebral bodies were individually 

embedded in urethane casting resin (Smooth-On, Easton, PA) in such a way as to ensure 

a vertical spinal axis and permit unconstrained intervertebral motion.  To provide 

anchorage of the vertebral bodies to these molds, several wood screws were inserted into 

the bodies beforehand.  The caudal vertebral encasement was then secured in a custom-

designed aluminum fixture and mounted to the test-rig base plate.  Meanwhile, the 
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casting resin containing the cranial vertebra was fastened to a device for the application 

of boundary conditions. During preparation and testing, tissue was kept moist by 

wrapping with saline-soaked gauze.  Specimens were then stored at -50°C until testing.  

During strain testing, motion segments are subjected to a compressive load that 

represents torso weight plus a postural muscle activation force (TW). The historically 

average-sized disc of 1307 mm2 [30] was assigned a compressive load of 400N [168] and 

specimens in this study had loads applied that scaled linearly with disc cross-sectional 

area (Table 3.1).  

 

Table 3.1: Specimen gender, size, and applied compressive load 

Specimen Gender Spinal 
Level 

Vertebral 
Area (mm2) 

Torso Weight +  
Muscle Activation (N) 

Historical 
average   1307 400 

1 M L2/3 1449.7 443.4 
2 M L2/3 1720.1 472.2 
3 M L2/3 1580.0 433.7 
4 F L2/3 1135.4 311.7 
5 F L2/3 1593.2 437.4 
6 M L4/5 1692.7 464.7 
7 M L4/5 1383.4 379.7 
8 M L4/5 1997.7 548.4 

 

Discs were approximated as an ellipse formed by the major and minor axes of the 

inferior endplate of the joint complex. These dimensions were measured via fluoroscopy 

utilizing anteroposterior and sagittal images, respectively. 

Disc height was calculated as the average of the posterior and anterior disc 

heights measured via fluoroscopy. Lordosis was calculated via lateral fluoroscopy as the 

angle formed by the lines connecting the anterior and posterior corners of each of the 

superior and inferior vertebral bodies.  
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3.2.2 Strain Testing 

Each specimen was subjected to a combination of flexion and compression to 

impose the following eight postural configurations (Table 3.2): 1) neutral posture without 

compression, 2) neutral posture with ¼ TW, 3) neutral posture with ½ TW, 4) neutral 

posture with ¾ TW, 5) neutral posture with TW, 6) 3° of flexion with TW, 7) 7° of 

flexion with TW, and 8) 10° of flexion with TW. These postures were achieved using a 

custom jig (Figure 3.1) comprising a set of four caster rollers, and articulation plate, and a 

tilting vise (Walter Meier, La Vergne, TN) in combination with a servo-hydraulic linear 

actuator (MTS Systems, Eden Prairie, MN).  Boundary conditions 1-5 measure axial 

compressibility. Boundary conditions 6-8 were specifically designed to match loading 

combinations implicated in clinical cases of disc herniation and have been most 

successful in producing acute herniation in in vitro settings. Strain is monitored during 

these cases. 

  Table 3.2: Boundary conditions for strain and axial compressibility tests 

Boundary 
Condition 

Flexion 
Angle (°) 

Compressive 
Load 

1 0 0 
2 0 ¼ TW 
3 0 ½ TW 
4 0 ¾ TW 
5 0 TW 
6 3 TW 
7 7 TW 
8 10 TW 
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Figure 3.1: Image of custom jig to impose postures implicated in disc herniation on motion 
segments. Linear actuator lowers and each of four caster rollers make contact with plate sitting 
atop motion segment to impose compression and a flexion angle θ. 

 

Annular tissue strain was measured using 4 insect pins (BioQuip, Rancho 

Dominguez, CA) inserted into the posterolateral corner such that each pin head made 

contact with the annular surface and would not interfere with other pins during motion 

(Figure 3.2). Spherical pin heads were 1 mm in diameter and pin shanks were trimmed to 

5 mm. Specimens were randomly assigned two groups such that right posterolateral strain 

was measured in one group and left in the other group. Pin location was captured via 

photography under boundary conditions (1) and (5-8) described above and post-test 

image analysis was used to calculate finite tissue strain in the direction of collagen fibers 

[44].  
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Figure 3.2: Example of insect pin configuration to measure finite tissue strain in the posterolateral 
annulus. 

 

Intradiscal pressure (IDP) was measured using a pressure-tip catheter (Gaeltec, 

Isle of Skye, Scotland) measuring 1.33mm in diameter with a thin-film pressure sensor 

mounted on the distal tip. The sensor was calibrated up to 375 PSI (2.6 MPa) using a 

custom-made air chamber, and pressure readings never exceeded this value. Afterward, 

the tip was carefully inserted into the nucleus through the lateral aspect of the annulus 

and verified via X-ray. Each loading case was held for 30 seconds of which data was 

collected during the final 5 seconds and averaged. After each set of tests, the catheter was 

removed to verify minimal hysteresis and to clean sensor surface. 

Resistive moments resisting specimen flexion (Mx) were measured using a 6-axis 

load cell (AMTI, Watertown, MA) attached to test frame. 
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3.2.3 Flexibility Testing 

Each specimen was subjected to non-constraining, pure moment loads using a 

custom apparatus [169] comprising a system of pulleys, cables and a free-sliding base in 

combination with a servo-hydraulic linear actuator (MTS Systems, Eden Prairie, MN).  

The application of pure-moment loads, as opposed to force-coupled moments, produces 

uniform loading along the length of the specimen [170], which permits comparison 

between tests.  The rationale for these boundary conditions is clear [170-175] and these 

methods have been described previously [176-180]. 

Loads were applied in three principal directions to achieve specimen flexion, 

extension, bilateral lateral bending, and bilateral axial rotation.  Testing order was 

randomized to account for effects of tissue softening.  For each direction, three 10-second 

preconditioning cycles were conducted in succession at 80% of the maximum moment to 

reduce the effect of tissue viscoelasticity.  This was immediately followed by a data 

acquisition cycle, during which samples were loaded maximally to 6 Nm (8 Nm for 

flexion) in 2 Nm increments.  These ranges were chosen because they fall within 

physiologic range and are not known to cause tissue injury.  At each increment, moment 

was held for 30 seconds to allow for creep deformation. 

Vertebral 3-dimensional kinematic response was measured using an 

optoelectronic motion-capture system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Canada).  This system 

employs markers containing three non-collinear infrared LEDs that are rigidly attached to 

each vertebra and tracked with an accuracy of 0.1mm.  In addition to a globally-defined 

coordinate system, a local coordinate system for each vertebra was defined based on 

anatomical landmarks. Relative vertebral rotation in response to incremental loading was 
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calculated in terms of Euler angles. The current study considers infinitesimal rotations so 

all sets of Euler angles (e.g. 3-2-1 or 1-2-3) are equivalent. The rotation matrix is R = I + 

A where A is a skew symmetric matrix whose 3 independent components correspond to 

the three infinitesimal Euler angles. Intradiscal pressure was measuring during flexion as 

described above. 

Each of the eight specimens was first tested in disc hydration states consistent 

with ground control conditions. Motion segments were thawed overnight then placed in a 

4°C saline bath for two hours prior to testing to offset any differences in disc height upon 

fresh-freezing. Between strain and flexibility tests, specimens were replaced to the saline 

bath for two hours to recover any loss of water content during testing. After ground 

control biomechanical testing, each specimen was submerged on its side in a 4°C saline 

bath for between 40 and 93 hours (mean 64.6 hours) to permit free swelling of discs and 

account for degenerative variation in swelling pressure. Swelled specimens were imaged 

and re-tested after removal from bath according to the same protocol. Biomechanical 

testing order (flexibility versus strain protocols) was randomized during control and 

swelled cases to control for tissue softening during experiments.  

Hydration represented as an increase in disc height (DH%) from ground control to 

swelled states ranged by specimen from 2.5% to 22.7% (mean 11.4%). 

 

3.2.4 Data and Statistical Analyses  

Insect pin location data were used to calculate the axial, circumferential, and shear 

components of the Lagrangian strain tensor, E, by examining changes in the distances 

and shear angles between pin pairs. Out-of-plane strain was assumed to be negligible, so 
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the strain tensor had three independent components (E11, E22, and E12). Pin locations of 

specimens subjected to no load and no flexion in ground controls were admitted as the 

reference configuration so strains in all other cases were expressed as relative to this case.  

 

Figure 3.3: A, Idealized 4-point grid; B, horizontal distance (L11) between points 1 and 3 used to 
calculate E11; C, vertical distance (L22) between points 2 and 4 used to calculate E22; D, definition 
of shear angle θ. 

 

According to finite strain theory, the components of the strain tensor were 

calculated as:  
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Strain in the direction of collagen fibers (Efiber) was determined by taking the 

strain in the direction of the unit vector, f, which is aligned with the fibers on the outer 

annulus (Figure 3.4). 

 

 𝐸𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 =  𝑓 ∙ 𝐸 =  𝐸11𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 +  𝐸22𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 + 𝐸12 sin 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 (3.4) 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of motion segment and superimposed Cartesian coordinate system whose 
origin represents location of strain measurement. Coordinate system transformation of 30° is 
applied to determine tissue strain in the direction of collagen fibers. 

 

A 2nd-order curve fit was then applied to Efiber versus flexion angle for each 

specimen to calculate the three fit parameters (A, B, and C) in both ground control and 
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swelled states. Each curve fit was used to calculate the predicted flexion angle that 

corresponds to Efiber of 4%, which is termed the ‘transition’ flexion angle because it 

represents the angle at which deformation transitions from elastic to plastic [157-159].  

Bending flexibility and axial compressibility data were used to calculate ROM 

and segmental stiffness of each specimen in each principal direction.  For bending 

flexibility, ROM was calculated as the Euler angular rotation of motion segments at the 

highest applied moment, relative to a neutral posture.  For axial compressibility, ROM 

was calculated as the axial deflection under full TW application. Stiffness has historically 

been calculated as the inverse slope of a trend line applied to the extensible zone of the 

load-response curve [181], and the present study adhered to this method (Figure 3.5). 

 

Figure 3.5: Idealized nonlinear motion-segment moment-response curve showing joint-stiffening 
as physiologic loads increase. ROM was calculated as the angular rotation of motion segments at 
the highest applied moment. Stiffness was calculated as the inverse slope of a trend line applied to 
the extensible zone. 

 

Outcome measures were calculated relative to ground control values and 

expressed as either ratios or differences, where appropriate, to examine the effect of 

increased disc height.  Subsequent linear regression analysis was performed for all cases 
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where change in disc height was entered as an explanatory variable and all other 

parameters were entered as response variables. The level for statistical significance was 

set at P ≤ 0.05. The level for statistical trends was set at P ≤ 0.10. 

 

3.3 Results 

Each of the eight specimens was instrumented with insect pins on either the right 

or left posterolateral annulus though no significant differences were seen in left/right 

lateral bending or tissue strain between these groups (P > 0.05). 

When pooling data from flexibility and strain tests, loss of lumbar lordosis ranged 

from 0.1° to 2.1° and correlated significantly with DH% (R2 = 0.276, P=0.0406; Figure 

3.6).

 

Figure 3.6: Reduction of lumbar lordosis correlates significantly with percent increase in disc 
height for pooled specimen data. 
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Segmental bending flexibility correlated with DH% to different degrees 

depending on displacement direction (Figure 3.7). Stiffness in flexion ranged from a 

decrease of 19% to an increase of 58% and positively correlated with DH% (R2 = 0.698, 

P=0.0098). Flexion ROM ranged from an increase of 15% to a decrease in 55% and 

negatively correlated with DH% (R2 = 0.544, P=0.0367). Lateral bending ROM ranged 

from an increase of 16% to a decrease of 60% and negatively correlated with DH% as a 

trend (R2 = 0.406, P=0.0902). Lateral bending stiffness ranged from 65% to 201% of 

ground control values and varied positively with DH% although these results did not 

reach statistical significance (R2 = 0.369, P>0.05). Axial compressibility ranged from 

100% to 84% of ground control values and varied negatively with DH% although these 

results did not reach statistical significance (R2 = 0.282, P>0.05). Changes in stiffness in 

extension and axial rotation varied negatively and positively, respectively, with variation 

in DH%, as expected, although these results did not reach statistical significance 

(P>0.05). 
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Figure 3.7: Fold changes in segmental stiffness or ROM against disc height increase or loss of 
lordosis in various displacement directions. 
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Our data also demonstrate the ability of DH% to explain variation in fold changes 

in Efiber under various boundary conditions (Figure 3.8).  When subjecting specimens to 

TW plus 3° flexion, Efiber ranged from 38% to 230% of ground control values and 

correlated positively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 0.401, P=0.0917). When subjecting 

specimens to TW plus 7° flexion, Efiber ranged from 12% to 242% of ground control 

values and correlated positively with DH% (R2 = 0.577, P=0.0287). When subjecting 

specimens to TW plus 10° flexion, Efiber ranged from 13% to 200% of ground control 

values and varied positively with DH% although these results did not reach statistical 

significance (R2 = 0.263, P>0.05). Variation in DH% could not explain variation in 

changes in Efiber under TW loading without flexion.  
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Figure 3.8: Fold changes in Efiber after swelling against disc height increase for specimens 
subjected to A, TW plus 3° flexion, B, TW plus 7° flexion and, C, TW plus 10° flexion. 
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The relationship between Efiber and flexion angle was well described by a 2nd-

order polynomial. The y-intercept of this curve fit after simulated microgravity ranged 

from 12% to 242% of ground control values and correlated positively with DH% (R2 = 

0.662, P=0.0141; Figure 3.9A). The 2nd-order polynomial was also used to predict the 

flexion angle that corresponds to Efiber of 4% (transition flexion angle) for each specimen. 

Transition flexion angle ranged from 130% to 21% of ground control values and 

correlated negatively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 0.409, P=0.0879; Figure 3.9B). An 

example of this in a representative specimen is shown to provide a graphical 

interpretation of shifts in transition flexion angle (Figure 3.10). 
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Figure 3.9: Features of 2nd-order relationship between flexion angle and Efiber demonstrating (a), a 
positive correlation between y-intercept increase and DH%; and (b), a trending decrease in 
transition flexion angle with increasing DH%.  
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Figure 3.10: Example of left-ward shifting of curve fit from a 17.6% increase in disc height. 
Transition flexion angle is decreased from 9.2° to 6.3° in this case.  

 

Nuclear pressure was measured during strain testing in ground control and 

swelled cases under six different boundary conditions. When specimens were in a neutral 

posture without TW, DP ranged from 110% to 225% of ground control values and varied 

positively with DH% although these results did not reach statistical significance (R2 = 

0.336, P>0.05; Figure 3.11A). Changes in IDP under TW did not significantly correlate 

with DH% either but ranged from 103% to 144% of ground control values and varied 

positively with DH% (R2 = 0.192, P>0.05; Figure 3.11B).  
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Figure 3.11: Pressure changes in (a), unloaded neutral postures; and (b), compressed postures did 
not correlate with DH%; however trends observed are consistent with mechanical theory. 

 

Boundary conditions TW plus 3°, TW plus 7°, and TW plus 10° of flexion 

produced data sets that included possible spurious data from the same specimen. Each of 

these data sets rejected the null hypothesis of the Grubb’s test for outliers (Z=2.434, 
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Z=2.436, Z=2.457) so pressure data from this specimen were removed (Figure 3.12). 

Without this specimen, changes in IDP under TW plus 7° of flexion ranged from 107% to 

175% of ground control values and correlated positively with DH% (R2 = 0.775, 

P=0.009, N=7). Changes in IDP under TW plus 3° of flexion ranged from 107% to 168% 

of ground control values and correlated positively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 0.500, 

P=0.0758, N=7). Changes in IDP under TW plus 10° of flexion ranged from 105% to 

196% of ground control values and also correlated positively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 

0.547, P=0.0573, N=7). Under pure-moment flexion loading (no axial compression) 

during flexibility testing, IDP ranged from 64% to 257% of ground control values and 

correlated positively with DH% (R2 = 0.585, P=0.0271). 
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Figure 3.12: Pressure correlated with increase in disc height in (b), under TW plus 7° of flexion; 
and (d), under pure flexion without axial load. The correlation between pressure and DH% in (a), 
TW plus 3° of flexion; and (c), TW plus 10° of flexion was trending. 
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When subjecting specimens to TW plus flexion, Mx was measured alongside 

tissue strain and IDP (Figure 3.13). When motion segments were flexed 3° under TW 

load, Mx ranged from 99% to 216% of ground control values and correlated positively 

with DH% (R2 = 0.572, P=0.0298). Under TW plus 7° of flexion, Mx ranged from 75% to 

215% of ground control values and correlated positively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 

0.464, P=0.0630). Changes in Mx under TW plus 10° of flexion ranged from 100% to 

264% of ground control values and also correlated positively with DH% as a trend (R2 = 

0.434, P=0.0756). 
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Figure 3.13: Resistive moment changes correlated with disc height increases in (a), under TW plus 
3° of flexion; and as a trend in (b), under TW plus 7° of flexion and (c), TW plus 10° of flexion. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Major Results and Novelty 

The annulus fibrosus is an important contributor to healthy disc and spine 

biomechanics [12]. Beyond load sharing and limiting intervertebral motion, the annulus 

plays a vital role in the localization of nuclear material and prevention of disc herniation 

[24, 125, 158, 182]. This study used a novel disc swelling technique combined with 

established and validated mechanical testing protocols to examine alterations in 

biomechanics with specific application to disc herniation after prolonged periods of 

reduced gravitational loading. In general, following an increase in disc height was: (1) a 

decrease in lordosis; (2) a decrease in bending flexibility, ROM, and NZ; (3) an increase 

in Efiber in the posterolateral annulus; (4) an increased bending moment observed in 

flexion; and (5) an increase in IDP during flexion.  

The novelty of this study is threefold. Firstly, we extend upon work conducted on 

the effect of diurnal disc height fluctuation on motion segment biomechanics [32, 50] to 

include disc height increases likely experienced during spaceflight. Secondly, the 

spectrum of changes in disc height across samples enabled characterization of 

biomechanical trends for future modeling and prediction. Thirdly, to the author’s 

knowledge no study to date has directly measured the effect of disc height changes on 

fiber strain mechanics in human cadaveric samples. 

 

3.4.2 Contextualized Results and Comparison with Previous Work 

The current results demonstrate a progressively greater loss of lordosis relative to 

ground controls with greater increases in disc height (Figure 3.6). This correlation 
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suggests that as disc height increases beyond physiologic values in microgravity, the 

posterior annulus is placed in tension, which shifts in Efiber-flexion curve fits support 

(Figure 3.9A). Strain tracking determined that increases in disc height alone associate 

with greater Efiber changes in the posterolateral annulus. Loss of lordosis also alters stress 

distributions in the disc [75] and can possibly disrupt the synergistic operation of the 

nucleus and annulus in permitting and limiting spinal motion.  

Our current results provide new insight into the direction-dependent passive 

stiffness alterations that occur owing to microgravity (Figure 3.7). Forward bending is 

implicated in disc herniation, and we found of particular interest a positive correlation 

between DH% and both increases stiffness and reduced ROM in flexion. In both cases, a 

~50% change was observed when discs increased in height by 15-20%. Disc height 

increases also correlated with reduced ROM in lateral bending as a trend. Ground control 

ROM data in flexion (6.4 ± 2.2°) and lateral bending (3.4 ± 1.8°) are consistent with 

previous work of Laws et al. [183] (flexion: 4.2 ± 1.9°, lateral bending: 3.7 ± 3.2°; 

averaged for L2/3 and L4/5) and Yamamoto et al. [184] (flexion: 7.5 ± 0.8°, lateral 

bending: 5.8 ± 0.5°; L3/4), and therefore support the external validity of the findings. The 

other principal bending directions exhibited behavior consistent with our hypothesis 

though correlations did not reach statistical significance. Prior evidence shows increases 

in bending flexibility in normal specimens after periods of creep loading [50, 101]. By 

comparison, the data presented here exhibit the reverse trend when discs are swelled 

beyond their baseline values. This suggests that creep loading and supraphysiologic 

swelling are processes that produce a continuum of biomechanical responses according to 

the same biomechanical principles. It also implies that the annulus and paraspinal 
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ligaments that provide passive stability to the spine undergo stiffening possibility owing 

to axial tissue pre-strain. This could be a possible mechanism for damage since collagen 

fiber strains above 4% would be more likely during daily activities. Similarly, a reduction 

in ROM can render annular detachment or tear due to tissue failure more likely as 

exceeding bending limitations might occur during movements which would otherwise be 

harmless.  

We tested this concept by imposing three postures on motion segments to 

simulate common disc herniation modes and found that the toe region of strain-flexion 

response curves diminishes as discs swell above baseline levels (Figure 3.9A). This is 

reflected in an increase in the y-intercept of the curve fit that correlated significantly with 

DH%, wherein a 15-20% increases in disc height corresponded to ~80% increase in y-

intercept. Within this range, strain response to flexion is initiated in the linear region, 

bypassing the toe region, which can be interpreted as leftward shift of the strain-flexion 

curve (Figure 3.10). This suggests that forward bending after prolonged gravitational 

unloading will result in larger initial changes in strain relative to ground controls, in 

addition to increased pre-strain values. 

Further analyses demonstrate that the elastic limit of fibers is reached earlier 

through the flexion ROM under supraphysiologic swelling conditions. Specifically, a 

~40% decrease in the flexion range producing Efiber under 4% was observed from 15-20% 

increases in disc height (Figure 3.9B) according to a trending correlation. Here, ground 

control data predicted an average ‘transition’ flexion angle of 8.3° as compared to 7.8° 

reported by Stokes [164] and ~8.2° (graphical approximation) reported by Shirazi-Adl 

[185]. This suggests that plastic deformation will occur more frequently in daily activities 
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if discs are swelled within ranges expected to be achieved in spaceflight. This might in 

turn accelerate the accumulation of tissue damage causing more likely failure. The 

trending correlation between transition flexion angle and DH% implies a need to mitigate 

increases in disc height from prolonged periods of reduced gravitational loading.  

We also observed large strain increases owing to increases in disc height when 

each herniation posture was considered separately (Figure 3.8). A low flexion angle with 

compression yielded a trending correlation between Efiber and DH%, moderate flexion 

angle plus compression yielded a significant correlation, and high flexion angle plus 

compression did not result in a correlation though its general attributes matched those of 

the other postures. As a general rule, a ~50% increase in Efiber was observed in 

flexed/compressed motion segments with disc height increases between 15% and 20%. 

This suggests that post-flight astronauts might over-strain the collagen fibers in their 

discs more often than ground controls performing the same activities. Ground control 

Efiber ranges for specimens flexed to 7° (3.1 ± 1.5%) fell within the range reported by 

Stokes [164] (0.51 ± 0.96 %/deg) and Shirazi-Adl [131] (4.6%, FE model at 15Nm 

torque). The highest fiber strains during physiologic movement occur in the posterolateral 

annulus [28, 131, 164] so tissue failure may initiate in this region via plastic deformation 

of fibers repeatedly stretched beyond its elastic limit at 4% strain.  

It was found that increases in disc height, which caused a significant increase in 

Efiber, led also to concomitant increases in resistive moments against flexion (Figure 

3.13). These results compare favorably with flexion ROM data insofar as there was 

reduced ROM for the same applied moment corresponding to increased resistive moment 

for the same imposed rotation. Although only trending, the sharpest increase in resistive 
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moment with bending was at 10° of flexion. Conversely, the gentlest increase in bending 

resistance was observed at the 3° of flexion, which is supported by non-linear, strain-

stiffening material definitions of annular and ligamentous tissue. Since the axis of 

rotation during this motion is perpendicular to the sagittal plane and intersects it within 

the disc [186], all tension-bearing members posterior to this intersection oppose rotation 

and contribute to the observed correlation. Still, the posterior annulus carries a portion of 

the increased load, which the strain data support. This suggests that daily activities in this 

case might subject the posterolateral annulus to repeated overloading. 

The current results show an increase in IDP with disc swelling when specimens 

are subjected to flexion plus compression (Figure 3.12). Similar to resistive moment data, 

the steepest increase in IDP was observed at the highest imposed rotation, though only 

trending, while the gentlest increase was seen at the lowest imposed rotation. This can be 

interpreted physiologically by considering a swelled motion segment in a neutral posture 

initiating a flexion motion. As the specimen is flexed through its physiologic range, the 

IDP not only rises but also diverges increasingly from its ground control values from the 

same flexion angle. IDP data historically exhibit large inter-specimen variation though 

ground control data presented here compare favorably with conclusions obtained by in 

vitro and in silico studies  [28, 99, 111, 112, 136, 187]. When compressive loads 

proportional to specimen size were applied, mean IDP was 0.31MPa as compared to 

healthy discs experiencing ~0.5MPa under the similar conditions. Interestingly, IDP with 

compressive loads applied did not correlate with DH% whereas IDP under pure moment 

flexion (no compression) correlated significantly with DH%. This suggests that flexion, 

and not compression, is primarily responsible for fold changes in IDP owing to disc 
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swelling. This does not imply that compression does not increase nuclear pressure, as 

IDP under pure moment flexion was lower than when compression was added. However, 

IDP starts to diverge from ground control values once flexion is introduced to already 

compressed motion segments. Generation of abnormally high nuclear pressures might 

facilitate migration of nuclear material between annular lamellae or penetration through 

strained annular layers.  

 

3.4.3 Significance and Implications 

In light of the biomechanical trends observed in the current study, disc herniation 

seems to be more likely when discs are swelled to supraphysiologic levels. Previous work 

has shown that high fiber strains are located in the posterolateral corner of the annulus 

under combined loading scenarios, with moderate increases in disc height, and when the 

nucleus is highly pressurized [28, 131, 164]. These trends were reproduced and extended 

to include disc height increases up to 22.7% of ground control values. Disc subjected to 

15-20% are predicted to experience a loss of toe region fiber strain response to flexion as 

well as a 40% decrease in ‘transition’ flexion angle. This is a manifestation of general 

trends in fiber strains, nuclear pressures, and kinematic responses being about 50% more 

pronounced than ground control values owing to 15-20% increases in disc height. A 

nonlinearity in spinal and disc tissue behavior could confer a greater than 50% increase in 

predisposition to mechanical failure. Astronauts are thought to undergo similar increases 

in disc height relative to pre-launch values [6, 7, 78] which might be linked to the 4.3-

fold incidence in this population. Spacecraft possess fluoroscopic capabilities which 

would enable astronauts to monitor disc height changes while in space to mitigate 
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adverse events. Although requiring confirmation in larger studies, our results serve as a 

preliminary benchmark for altered spinal biomechanics and more comprehensive studies 

could associate these phenomena with risk of disc herniation. 

These results help to explain the adverse effects of disc swelling on disc response 

and concomitant risk of plastic deformation or tissue failure; however, we caution that the 

direct link between fiber strain and acute disc herniation remains unknown. In vivo 

herniation is a stochastic sequence of events that proceeds via several possible 

mechanisms. For example, uncontrolled extreme loading can spontaneously produce 

annular tears at the vertebral rim [25, 27]. Also, annular weakening from disruption of 

translamellar networks or annular delamination can progress gradual prolapse [24, 26, 

188]. Still, the current study is the first to examine supraphysiologic disc swelling as it 

associates with the initiation of plastic deformation which leads to tissue damage. 

 

3.4.4 Strengths and Limitations 

While ground control results compared favorably with historical data, this study 

had several unique methodological features compared with previous studies. Importantly, 

we swelled cadaveric discs within and beyond physiologic range which enabled 

characterization of altered biomechanics due to both diurnal fluctuation and prolonged 

gravitational unloading. By using donor tissue, intrinsic population variability in age, 

specimen size, and material properties enabled preliminary quantification of variation in 

outcome measures. Albeit more difficult to reach statistical significance, incorporating 

inter-specimen variability exposes otherwise unknown confounding factors and motivates 

further examination of these factors. 
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Despite its novel features, the current work has a number of limitations inherent to 

cadaveric studies.  The most important limitation was a challenge in accurately 

representing muscle-derived constraints. Postural musculature can provide a protective 

factor against exceeding flexion limits [138], so it is generally important to feature 

physiologically relevant boundary conditions in biomechanical studies. Although applied 

compressive loads included a constant muscle-force contribution, in vivo muscle forces 

are dynamic and posture-dependent [55, 91-93, 189, 190], and neuromuscular control can 

diminish via periods of disuse [155]. This implies that muscle deconditioning could pose 

health risks to the spine under spastic loading conditions and highlights a need to 

investigate the role of muscle contributions and atrophy on lumbar biomechanics in 

supraphysiologic states. Nevertheless, our conclusions should remain valid as intra-

specimen repeated measures are reported as ratios so in vivo scenarios should exhibit 

same tendencies. A second limitation was the small sample size and accompanying low 

statistical power for detecting correlations between variables. This precluded a more 

thorough investigation of age-dependent herniation risk. Clearly, larger studies are 

required to verify the current findings, though we were still able to observe clear and 

verifiable trends in particular cases. Lastly, this cadaveric study cannot examine 

biological changes such as cellular response, tissue weakening, or other degenerative 

factors associated with prolonged exposure to microgravity [45, 103-105, 108, 109]. This 

should be addressed in human studies where time-dependent changes are represented and 

in vivo conditions are clear. Doing so will contribute to our understanding of the 

potentially debilitating injury and permit the development of effective in-flight 
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preventative measures and post-flight countermeasures against the inflated risk that 

spaceflight invariably causes. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

The study showed that supraphysiologic disc swelling reduces ROM and 

increases Efiber in the posterolateral annulus. Plastic tissue deformation is likely produced 

by lower flexion angles after prolonged gravitational loading. Combined with measured 

increases in intradiscal pressue and resisting moments against flexion in common 

herniation postures, these changes may satisfy the mechanical criteria for disc herniation. 

Since spacecraft possess fluoroscopic capabilities, astronauts can monitor disc height 

changes while in space to mitigate adverse events. Clinicians should advise limiting 

flexion after spaceflight to prevent overloading tissue that is already susceptible to 

damage accumulation. 
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Chapter 4 

The Effect of Disc Health on Lumbar 

Biomechanics and Nuclear Swelling 

Capacity: an in vitro study 

4.1  Introduction 

Astronauts are 430% more likely to suffer a disc herniation following spaceflight 

according to the NASA Longitudinal Study of Astronaut Health (LSAH) [1]. This study 

utilized longitudinal data from 6,472 person-years in the astronaut population and 22,312 

person-years in ground controls, determining that the average age at diagnosis of 

herniation was 45.4 and 45.6 years, respectively. The age similarity at diagnosis of 

herniation based on over 28,000 person-years of data suggests inherent risk factors are 

important.  

Though the etiology of disc herniation is thought to include biomechanical 

factors, degenerative changes also contribute to risk of prolapse [139, 142, 191]. 

Specifically, moderately degenerated discs herniate with greater likelihood in in vitro 
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studies relative to healthy or severely degenerative discs [18, 137]. Subjecting cadaveric 

specimens to a common herniation posture produced nuclear migration only through the 

vertebral endplates in specimens younger than 25 or older than 60 in another study [15]. 

In the same in vitro study, herniation through the annulus was achieved in samples 

between 25 and 60 years of age. As disc degeneration is an evitable consequence of aging 

[192], the average age of the astronaut population represents an additional risk factor for 

disc herniation. 

A necessary condition for disc herniation is sufficient pressurization of the 

nucleus to permit matrix migration through developing annular fissures [139]. Severely 

degenerative discs exhibit nuclear desiccation due to proteoglycan degradation [31, 107, 

144] and fibrosis from excessive collagen production [57] and therefore might not 

pressurize via water uptake. Additionally, annulus calcification and osteophyte formation 

across disc space in severely degenerated discs inhibits injurious hypermobility [56, 145].  

Whereas severely degenerated discs are at a low risk of herniation, moderately 

degenerated ones are at a high risk of herniation, especially at peak hydration during the 

morning hours [38, 39]. Although diurnal variation in this case is diminished relative to 

healthy discs owing to reduced swelling pressure [34], imbibition is greater during 

spaceflight because spinal loads are further reduced and for longer duration. Mission 

duration varies from days to months and in some cases years. In addition, resistive 

traction of a sleeping surface is absent thereby permitting a higher rate of disc swelling. 

This highlights a need to predict risk of herniation based on intrinsic spinal 

characteristics. 
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The overall objective of the current study was to quantify the effect of disc health 

and biochemistry on nuclear swelling capacity. This was accomplished by testing the 

following two hypotheses: (1) nucleus proteoglycan content is positively correlated with 

disc height increases from free swelling and (2) severely degenerated samples have lower 

proteoglycan content than healthier samples.  

To test this pair of hypotheses, motion segments were sectioned mid-sagittally 

and degree of degeneration was determined based on gross morphological characteristics 

of the disc, endplates, and vertebral bodies. Disc biochemistry was represented by 

proteoglycan content and was quantified using established methods. From there, a 

‘nuclear swelling capacity’ quotient was defined and related to disc health and 

biochemistry. These results can be used in conjunction with disc health imaging 

techniques to characterize inherent herniation risk prior to spaceflight. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Specimen Preparation 

This study used eight fresh-frozen human lumbar segments (L2/3 or L4/5) from 

five donors with a mean age of 63 years (range 51-76), including 3 males and 2 females.  

Specimens were thawed and cleaned of paraspinal musculature, while preserving bony, 

capsular, and ligamentous tissue.  AP and lateral radiographs were used to ensure 

adequate disc height and to exclude specimens with bony pathology, trauma, or 

intervention. 

In each specimen, the cranial and caudal vertebral bodies were individually 

embedded in urethane casting resin (Smooth-On, Easton, PA) in such a way as to ensure 
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a vertical spinal axis and permit unconstrained intervertebral motion for biomechanical 

testing in Chapter 3.  

Disc height was calculated as the average of the posterior and anterior disc 

heights measured via fluoroscopy. After ground control biomechanical testing describe in 

Chapter 3, each specimen was submerged on its side in a 4°C saline bath for between 40 

and 93 hours (mean 64.6 hours) to permit free swelling of discs and account for 

degenerative variation in swelling pressure. Swelled specimens were imaged and re-

tested after removal from bath according to the same protocol. Increases in disc height 

were normalized to the natural logarithm of the swelling duration due to the logarithmic 

relationship between duration of recumbent postures and disc height gain. This ratio was 

reported as an outcome measure. 

For degeneration grading, specimens were removed from their resin encasement 

and cut through the mid-sagittal plane. Specimens were classified by a five-category 

grading scheme [193] according to gross morphological features by a single observer. 

Scores from 1 to 5 were assigned to each of the nucleus, annulus, endplates, and vertebral 

bodies and used to assign an overall degeneration grade to each specimen. Healthy, non-

degenerated specimens were classified as a Grade 1 and severely degenerated samples a 

Grade 5. 

After degeneration grading, nucleus samples were excised to quantify nucleus 

GAG content using the dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB) assay method [194]. Wet 

samples were lyophilized to obtain dry weight. Dry samples were digested overnight at 

60 °C in 1mL solution of papain (Sigma-Aldrich) at 0.8mg papain/100mg tissue in 

ddH20. The digest was centrifuged at 2000rpm for 10 minutes, from which the 
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supernatant was collected and diluted to 1:100. The DMMB solution [195] was created at 

a pH of 3 and a characteristic absorbance of 595 nm of 0.34. Triplicates of each sample 

were created using 40 μl of sample and 250 μl of DMMB dye solution. Meanwhile, a 

standard curve was created using chondroitin sulfate C from shark cartilage (Sigma-

Aldrich) against which sample proteoglycan content was based.  Absorbance at 595 nm 

was measured using a spectrophotometer (SpectraMax M3, Sunnyvale, CA) and results 

were normalized by sample dry weight and reported as proteoglycan percent of dry 

weight (% dry weight). 

 

4.2.2 Data and Statistical Analyses  

All statistical analyses were performed using commercially available software 

(JMP, Version 7.0, SAS Institute Inc.). Group means separated by ordinal degeneration 

grade were compared using standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) and, when 

appropriate, Tukey post-hoc tests. Proteoglycan content was reported as a percent of 

nucleus dry weight as inferred by wavelength absorption and use of a standard curve.  

Subsequent linear regression analysis was performed for cases with continuous 

explanatory and response variables. The level for statistical significance was set at P ≤ 

0.05. The level for statistical trends was set at P ≤ 0.10. 
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4.3 Results 

Grading assigned to each element of the motion segments are summarized below 

(Table 4.1). None of the specimens used in the current study were of overall degeneration 

grade 1 or 2 (Table 4.2). In general, proteoglycan content within the nucleus varied by 

Thompson degeneration grade (P = 0.0354; Figure 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1: Degeneration grade by spinal region and overall degeneration grade 

Specimen Nucleus 
Grade 

Annulus 
Grade 

Endplate 
Grade 

Vertebral Body 
Grade 

Overall Degeneration 
Grade 

1 3 3 2 3 3 
2 3 4 3 3 3 
3 3 4 3 3 3 
4 3 3 3 3 3 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 4 3 3 3 4 
7 5 5 3 4 5 
8 5 5 4 5 5 

 

 

Table 4.2: Variation in specimen morphology and biochemistry affects nuclear swelling capacity 

Specimen Spinal 
Level 

Degeneration 
Grade 

Proteoglycan 
Content 

(% dry wt) 

Disc Height 
Increase (%) 

Disc Swell Time 
(hr) 

1 L2/3 3 6.84 22.6 40 
2 L2/3 3 6.33 7.10 69.4 
3 L2/3 3 7.65 14.3 50 
4 L2/3 3 5.72 4.35 48 
5 L2/3 5 5.15 7.40 90 
6 L4/5 4 6.21 19.2 64 
7 L4/5 5 2.41 8.22 93 
8 L4/5 5 2.38 2.00 62.3 
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Figure 4.1: Proteoglycan content within the nucleus. ANOVA exhibited a trending difference in 
proteoglycan content between degeneration grades (non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test). Two 
degeneration grade 2 specimens had similar GAG content (23.8% and 24.1% dry weight) so their data 
points overlap and appear as one. 
 

Proteoglycan content in Grade 3 specimens was 100.3% greater than in Grade 5 

specimens (Grade 3, 6.63% dry weight vs. Grade 5, 3.31% dry weight). Proteoglycan 

content differed between degeneration grades as a trend (P = 0.0740). 
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Hydration represented as an increase in disc height (DH%) from ground control to 

swelled states ranged by specimen from 2.0% to 22.7% (Table 4.2). Normalized disc 

height increases were observed between 0.5% and 6.1% and positively correlated with 

proteoglycan content as a trend (R2 = 0.3913, P=0.0972; Figure 4.2). This normalization 

is termed nuclear swelling capacity. 

 

Figure 4.2: Variation in nuclear swelling capacity based on nuclear biochemistry. Nuclear swelling capacity 
is defined as the ratio of disc height increase (%) to the natural logarithm of swelling time in hours. 
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Incorporating ground control flexion range of motion (ROM) data acquired in 

Chapter 3 shed light on biomechanical associations with disc morphology and 

biochemistry. In general, ground control flexion ROM varied by Thompson degeneration 

grade (P = 0.0271; Figure 4.3). Ground control flexion ROM in Grade 3 specimens was 

64.5% greater than in Grade 5 specimens as a trend (Grade 3, 7.0° vs. Grade 5, 4.3°; P = 

0.0813). Ground control flexion ROM in Grade 4 specimens was 129% greater than in 

Grade 5 specimens (Grade 4, 9.8° vs. Grade 5, 4.3°; P = 0.0306). 

 

Figure 4.3: Ground control flexion ROM (data taken from Chapter 3) varies as a trend with degree of 
degeneration (non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test). This distribution is consistent with established 
concepts of the degenerative cascade according to Kirkaldy-Willis. 
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Ground control flexion ROM was highest in Grade 3 and 4 specimens varied 

positively with nuclear swelling capacity although not statistically significant (R2 = 

0.2425, P > 0.05; Figure 4.4). A combination of high natural mobility and high nuclear 

swelling capacity was observed in three specimens. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Association of flexion ROM with nuclear swelling capacity shows three high inherent-risk 
specimens in top right portion of plot. 
 
 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Major Results and Novelty 

Discs are more susceptible to rupture when annular tissue is weakened [26, 125, 

182], which is associated with hypermobility [56], and the nucleus maintains hydration to 

generate pressure at the annulus/nucleus interface. As described by Farfan et al. and 

Kirkaldy-Willis et al. [56, 139], these conditions are met most often in moderated 

degenerated discs. Our observations can be utilized to identify astronaut demographics 

predisposed to disc herniation. To this end, the current study assessed inherent risk of 
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herniation by various biomechanical, morphological, and biochemical metrics. In general, 

severely degenerated discs possessed: (1) lower proteoglycan content; (2) decreased 

nuclear swelling capacity; and (3) lower flexibility. Moderately degenerated discs 

possessed a combination of higher nuclear swelling capacity and higher mobility.  

The novelty of the results presented in this chapter is twofold. Firstly, we draw 

associations between the morphological and biochemical mechanisms of nuclear swelling 

capacity and spinal hypermobility with specific application to disc herniation risk. 

Secondly, we investigate biochemical and morphological factors that can be quantified 

before spaceflight via imaging [43, 196]. These data provide the groundwork for 

identifying heightened herniation risk in astronauts before spaceflight. 

 

4.4.2 Contextualized Results and Comparison with Previous Work 

Our current results demonstrate decreasing proteoglycan content with progressive 

degeneration (Figure 4.1). On average, Grade 5 discs possessed about half the 

proteoglycan content by dry weight as Grade 3 discs. No Grade 1 or 2 discs were 

available for the current study. This trend is well characterized in previous studies [30, 

31, 107, 197-199]  and serves to validate our classification of disc degeneration grades as 

well as support the external validity of our findings. These data imply that the Grade 3 

and 4 specimens in the current study are sufficiently biochemically functional to generate 

intradiscal pressure through disc swelling, satisfying one of the criteria for intrinsic risk 

of prolapse. 

Our data demonstrate the ability of proteoglycan content in the disc to predict 

39% of the 12.7-fold variation in nuclear swelling capacity as a trend (Figure 4.2). This 
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result is consistent with studies of Maroudas and Urban et al. who report increased 

swelling pressure with proteoglycan content [107, 200]. Our defined outcome measure 

‘nuclear swelling capacity’, although not identical to swelling pressure, is a quotient 

tailored to describe swelling behavior during spaceflight. Firstly, disc height changes can 

be monitored fluoroscopically aboard spacecraft. Secondly, the duration of spaceflight 

varies by mission. This association is therefore useful in predicting increases in disc 

height before launch based on mission duration and non-invasively quantifiable disc 

biochemistry. Inter-specimen differences and paraspinal ligament material properties 

might affect nuclear swelling capacity and contribute to its variability.  

The current results show a dependence on degree of degeneration of flexion ROM 

data drawn from Chapter 3 (Figure 4.3). On average, ROM increased across specimens of 

Grade 3 and 4, and decreased below both for severely degenerated specimens of Grade 5. 

This solidified well-established concepts that as spinal segments degenerate, they 

progress through stages of injurious hypermobility to natural re-stabilization [56]. Higher 

intersegmental instability is associated with diminished annular material properties and 

predisposition to mechanical failure. These data imply that the Grade 3 and 4 specimens 

in the current study possess sufficient mobility as well as possibly compromised tissue 

properties. This might satisfy the other criterion for intrinsic risk of prolapse. 

In cadaveric studies, most herniations have been achieved by testing specimens 

with both compromised annuli and hydrated nuclei [15, 18, 137, 140, 141]. The disc itself 

must contain sufficiently weak annular tissue to rupture and sufficiently high nuclear 

pressure to move gelatinous nuclear material through annular fissures [12, 140, 141]. We 

explored this in the present study by comparing nuclear swelling capacity with flexion 
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mobility (Figure 4.4). Specimens with both higher mobility and high nuclear swelling 

capacity satisfy both criteria for disc herniation and are at a greater inherent risk for 

rupture. Not surprisingly, the three specimens in the high-inherent risk region are of 

degeneration Grade 3 or 4.  

Conversely, the severely degenerated specimens shown have decreased mobility, 

possibly due to osteophytic encroachment of disc space or non-enzymatic collagen 

crosslinking within the disc. The Grade 5 specimens also have lower nuclear swelling 

capacity, possibly due to a decrease inπ . This demographic of astronauts might be at a 

decreased risk of herniation relative to other astronauts since pressurized annular bulging 

is absent. 

 

4.4.3 Significance and Implications 

In light of morphological and biochemical trends observed in the current study, 

inherent disposition to disc herniation seems to be partially predictable based on 

parameters that can be measured non-invasively before spaceflight and during mission 

crew selection. These results were validated against previous studies and paired with 

biomechanical data to point toward astronaut demographics that exhibit these attributes. 

In general, moderately degenerated discs had higher proteoglycan content and greater 

flexion ROM than severely degenerated ones. Higher proteoglycan content was also 

associated with a greater nuclear swelling capacity. This term is defined as the percent 

increase in disc height normalized by the natural logarithm of swelling duration. It can be 

interpreted as the expected disc height gain for a certain mission, and depends on disc 

health. Only moderately degenerated discs in this study exhibited both imagable 
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characteristics that Farfan and Kirkaldy-Willis have identified as internal predictors of 

disc herniation. That these factors can be measured beforehand implies mission crew 

selection can be optimized to exclude candidates with high-inherent risk of prolapse.  

Combined with established trends, these results help to provide a framework for 

identifying high-risk individuals with specific application to herniation in astronauts; 

however, we caution that the direct link between the investigated factors and herniation in 

astronauts remains untested. In vivo herniation proceeds via several possible mechanisms 

yet the current study is modeled after trends which consider just two, nuclear swelling 

capacity and segmental flexibility. For example, instability and injury has been linked to 

muscular deconditioning [13] that may vary among demographically similar candidates. 

Also, unforeseeable differences in subject behavior such as slips, falls, or overall lifestyle 

could cause variation in herniation incidence. Still, the current study is the first to 

leverage widely adopted epidemiological guidelines to examine dissimilarities in inherent 

risk factors within the astronaut population. 

 

4.4.4 Strengths and Limitations 

The study presented in this chapter is the first to the author’s knowledge to 

quantify side-by-side two intrinsic, predictive parameters of disc herniation risk and 

associate them with degree of disc degeneration. Despite its useful application, the 

current work has a number of technical limitations that should be appreciated alongside 

its results. The most important limitation was the absence of healthy or mildly 

degenerated (Grade 1 or 2) samples in the study. This presents a challenge in wholly 

representing the spectrum of nuclear swelling capacity and segmental mobility. Healthy 
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and mildly degenerated discs have higher swelling and osmotic pressure and less mobility 

than moderated degenerated spine segments [31, 56]. In the context of the current study, 

we expect that they would respond biomechanically similarly to severely degenerated 

specimens with a greater nuclear swelling capacity than moderately degenerated ones 

(Figure 4.5).   

 

Figure 4.5: Hypothesized addition of healthy/mildly degenerated specimen data reflecting similar 
biomechanical response as severely degenerated discs and highest nuclear swelling capacity. This 
population is not expected to be inherently predisposed to disc herniation since annular tissue is still 
structurally sound.  
 

Inclusion of these examples is necessary to fully validate the current data against 

work by Kirkaldy-Willis et al. as well as biochemical studies. Although the current data 

compare well with the literature and comprise a majority of the degenerative spectrum, 

data from healthy and mildly degenerated cases could invalidate our findings. 

Nevertheless, our conclusions should remain valid as our objective is to identify high-risk 
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demographics within the astronaut population which is older. A second limitation was the 

small sample size and accompanying low statistical power for detecting correlations 

between variables and differences between groups. This precluded a more thorough 

investigation of inherent herniation risk. Clearly, larger studies are required to verify the 

current findings, though we were still able to observe clear trends in particular cases. 

Lastly, the superior and inferior vertebral bodies of motion segments were cast in resin 

during biomechanical testing, so imbibition of water occurred chiefly through the annulus 

which does not match the in vivo circumstance. The majority of influx of water into the 

disc in vivo is through the endplates [47], which might affect the magnitude of disc height 

changes in this study. Still, casting the vertebral bodies enabled paralleled biomechanical 

studies and a more sophisticated analysis of the interplay between inherent risk factors.  

 

4.5 Conclusion 

The study showed that moderated degenerated specimens exhibit both a higher 

nuclear capacity and larger flexion ROM than severely degenerated samples. Combined 

with weakened annular tissue associated with hypermobility in moderately degenerated 

cases, these attributes may satisfy the criteria for high inherent risk of herniation. This 

suggests that astronauts with moderately degenerated discs on the same mission will 

experience larger increases in disc height and might undergo larger increases in risk of 

herniation following spaceflight than other astronauts. Since ROM and proteoglycan 

content can be measured via imaging modalities, these data should serve to motivate 

longitudinal human studies to explore time-dependent changes in these parameters.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Direction 

Astronauts following spaceflight are 4.3-fold as likely to suffer a disc herniation 

as the general population. Within the lumbar spine, astronauts undergo a 2.8-fold increase 

in incidence compared to ground controls. Though space exploration enjoys excellence in 

aeronautical and mechanical engineering, healthcare promises have not been met despite 

ongoing research on herniation mechanisms. The increased risk of herniation following 

spaceflight is thought to be due, in part, to prolonged exposure to microgravity which 

causes gains in stature of about twice that of diurnal values.  

Extended bedrest studies to simulate microgravity have revealed exaggerated 

response of the intervertebral disc and paraspinal musculature to prolonged gravitational 

unloading relative to diurnal fluctuations. Still, the link between spaceflight and spinal 

injury is confounded by inherent study limitations and lack of spaceflight data. This 

highlights a need for more direct investigation of the precise etiology of herniation since 

reduced gravitational loading alters musculoskeletal function and structural changes in 

spinal anatomy affect stability.  
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The analytical risk model and biomechanical tests presented in this dissertation 

uncover a link between changes known to occur during spaceflight and the increased risk 

of disc herniation following spaceflight within the astronaut population.  This work, 

combined with supplemental experiments on biochemical risk factors, helps clarify 

mechanisms of disc herniation in the astronaut population with special attention to 

abnormal fiber strain in the annulus. Useful future studies as well as suggestions of 

palliative measures following spaceflight are presented below and throughout this 

dissertation to promote the development of effective in-flight preventative measures and 

post-flight countermeasures against the increased likelihood of possibly debilitating 

spinal injury. 

 

5.1 Chapter 2 Summary 

5.1.1 Results and Discussion 

The work presented in Chapter 2 quantified increases in herniation risk based on a 

simple lumbar disc model with tunable predictive parameters for special application to 

spaceflight. In addition, it incorporated the weighted action of a spectrum of 

biomechanical events in order to realistically represent daily activities upon return to 

Earth. We calculated a 2.65-fold increase in risk between a modeled 11% diurnal 

fluctuation in disc height and 17.5% microgravity-induced increase in disc height. This is 

compared to a 2.8-fold incidence in lumbar disc herniation in the astronaut population. 

The results of the study revealed that morphological and biomechanical factors can 

chiefly explain most of the increase in herniation risk between a terrestrial and space 

lumbar disc model.  
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The risk model in Chapter 2 was modified to explore the relationship between 

disc height, forward bending, and relative risk of herniation. We determined that relative 

risk of herniation increases with disc height increases and decreases if post-flight flexion 

is limited. These results are important in the context of in-flight preventative and post-

flight countermeasures against herniation. Supraphysiologic disc swelling is a concern for 

astronauts and causes in-flight back pain. This study provides evidence that it also causes 

an increased risk of herniation which can be partially avoided by monitoring disc height 

changes in spaceflight via onboard fluoroscopy in conjunction with disc compression 

exercises. Restriction of early-morning flexion reduces pain in chronic low back pain 

patients and also reduces risk of herniation in the present study. Currently, astronauts are 

given stretching exercises for acclimation however evidence from our model suggests 

that flexion should be avoided until adequate discharge of disc fluid is achieved. 

The novelty of the work presented in Chapter 2 is twofold. Firstly, the 

quantification of risk considers only injurious collagen fiber strains into the model as 

opposed to any tensile strain. Secondly, our model incorporates a realistic distribution of 

likely events. That is, each model considers not a single disc height increase and forward 

bending motion, but a probabilistic distribution of these events to provide a more 

comprehensive definition of risk. This study was mainly limited by the model simplicity 

and neglect of biological factors such as accelerated disc degeneration while in space. 

Model simplicity was addressed in Chapter 3 through human cadaveric biomechanical 

studies and biological factors were investigated in Chapter 4 to reveal possible high 

inherent-risk attributes. 
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5.1.2 Future Direction 

We wish to take this opportunity to point out how the results of Chapter 2 can be 

enhanced by future research. There is an observed increase in herniation incidence in the 

cervical region following spaceflight as well. Therefore, the model should be expanded to 

include a cervical disc with appropriate geometric and material properties. Boundary 

conditions and natural range of motion also vary based on spinal level. Doing so would 

further validate the study approach and risk-quantification algorithm if relative risks in 

the cervical region were similar between model predictions and reality. Additionally, 

models of daily activities can be redefined to include complex motion such as flexion 

combined with lateral bending and axial rotation. These motions are also linked to 

herniation in the general population, albeit not as commonly as the current definition 

(ref). 

 

5.2 Chapter 3 Summary 

5.2.1  Results and Discussion 

Chapter 3 investigated the effect of supraphysiologic disc swelling on spinal 

biomechanics and collagen fiber strain as they pertain to disc herniation. Each specimen 

that was discussed in Chapter 3 underwent a distinct increase in disc height and 

biomechanical tests were performed before and after hydration. This study is the first in 

vitro investigation of changes in annulus collagen fiber strain owing to variation in disc 

hydration states. Other work has measured fiber strain of only terrestrial controls in vitro 

or the effect of diurnal swelling in silico though in vitro fiber strains in a spectrum of 

hydration states extended to spaceflight values has been previously overlooked. Plastic 
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deformation of collagen fibers leads to tissue damage accumulation so this was employed 

as an indicator of possible annular rupture.  

The results of Chapter 3 revealed a multitude of trends between swelling and 

biomechanical outcome measures. The most important outcome measure was a 

progressive decrease in safe forward bending capacity with increased disc swelling. That 

is, the forward bending angle that produced injurious strains in the posterolateral annulus 

decreased, so the transition between elastic (recoverable) and plastic (unsafe) 

deformation shifted. As discs swelled to supraphysiologic values likely experienced in 

spaceflight, specimens increasingly lost their ability to flex without causing disc damage. 

In life, astronauts following spaceflight are more likely to exceed spinal range of motion 

and damage tissue in daily activities that might otherwise be harmless.  

Acute disc herniation occurs when annular rupture causes migration of disc 

material beyond the vertebral periphery through the annulus. This event is facilitated by 

nuclear pressurization, resistance to bending, and decreased spinal flexibility. Further 

results from Chapter 3 confirm that these biomechanical trends occur with 

supraphysiologic disc swelling and likely match in vivo conditions following spaceflight. 

The reverse trends have been observed when specimens are creep loaded for hours before 

testing. Therefore, prolonged exposure to microgravity could predispose the disc to 

herniation because these parameters are heightened relative to values from diurnal 

fluctuation in disc height.  

A final result from Chapter 3 was the demonstration of a disappearance in 

mechanical toe region of the collagen fiber strain response to specimen flexion. As disc 

swelling increased, the y-intercept of this curve increased from a leftward shifting of the 
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response curve (Figure 3.10). In life, this response can be replicated by increasing disc 

height to remove ligament slack and disc bulging. In this case, range of motion can be 

exceeded more easily when sudden uncontrolled movements go unprevented by 

neuromuscular control. 

Technical limitations affected Chapter 3 primarily by precluding inclusion of 

dynamic, posture-dependent muscle contributions to spinal stability. This study was also 

limited by its inherent inability to directly relate simulated microgravity to risk of 

herniation. Both of these limitations can be addressed by conducting longitudinal studies 

within the astronaut population. Capacity to address the first limitation is clear since in 

vivo conditions will be present. The direct link between spaceflight and herniation risk 

can be inferred by determining decreases in incidence of herniation through adoption of 

suggested countermeasures herein and otherwise. 

 

5.2.2 Future Direction 

Recommendations for follow-on studies from the results shown in Chapter 3 

include the examination of more complex postures such as flexion with lateral bending or 

axial rotation. This would enable clinicians to understand the independent and collective 

contribution of principal motions to injurious biomechanical outcome measures. 

Additionally, unpaired, large sample-size studies loading specimens to failure in each of 

terrestrial or swelled cases would reveal a more comprehensive herniation link. In life, 

disc herniation can occur via multiple mechanisms including gradual prolapse through 

slow accumulation of damage or sudden rupture from disc overload. Loading to failure 
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would uncover trends related to the latter mechanism with particular application to the 

astronaut population.  

 

5.3 Chapter 4 Summary 

5.3.1 Results and Discussion 

As discussed in Chapter 4, motion segments from the previous biomechanical 

study were dissected, graded for degree of degeneration, and assayed for proteoglycan 

content. The purpose of this study was to provide astronauts with the ability to predict 

increases in disc height before launch as well as to identify high-inherent risk 

demographics. Discs are more susceptible to rupture when annular tissue is weakened, 

which is associated with hypermobility, and the nucleus maintains hydration to generate 

pressure at the annular/nuclear interface. As described by Farfan et al. and Kirkaldy-

Willis et al., these conditions are met more often in moderated degenerated discs. In this 

chapter, results were drawn also from Chapter 3 to link internal disc parameters to 

biomechanical risk factors. Previous in vivo studies have associated morphological 

features such as disc height to kinematic response.  In Chapter 4, we extend this work and 

define a morphological parameter specific to spaceflight (nuclear swelling capacity) that 

can be inferred by imaging techniques. These results are combined with these established 

concepts to identify high-inherent risk specimens.  

Results from Chapter 4 revealed that moderately degenerate discs (Grade 3 or 4) 

had both higher mobility and higher nuclear swelling capacity than severely degenerated 

discs (Grade 5). Combined with weakened annular tissue associated with hypermobility 

in moderately degenerated cases, these attributes may satisfy the criteria for high inherent 
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risk of herniation. This suggests that astronauts with moderately degenerated discs on the 

same mission will experience larger increases in disc height and might undergo larger 

increases in risk of herniation following spaceflight than other astronauts. 

Further results from Chapter 4 reveal a correlation between proteoglycan content 

and nuclear swelling capacity. In addition, the chapter internally verifies reported 

differences in specimen flexion range of motion and proteoglycan content with degree of 

degeneration. This enables astronauts and clinicians to estimate increases in disc height 

based on MR imaging techniques and anticipated mission duration. From here, high-

inherent risk candidates will be notified and crew selection can be better tailored to 

reflect these issues. 

 

5.3.2 Future Direction 

Results from Chapter 4 should be expanded to include examination of healthy and 

mildly degenerated specimens (Grade 1 or 2), however it is expected that the range of 

motion in this case will be lower than the moderately degenerated cases and so will its 

inherent risk. This work will also be enhanced by in vivo studies to quantify flexion range 

of motion of various spinal levels as a function disc health and proteoglycan content. In 

vivo muscle forces affect range of motion and atrophy via disuse in space, so inclusion of 

these factors in determining pre- and post-spaceflight flexibility is important.  
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5.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this dissertation has made substantial and novel strides to bridge 

the gaps in understanding of mechanisms underlying increased risk of disc herniation 

following spaceflight. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, increases in disc height owing to 

supraphysiologic swelling in space is a strong predictor of herniation risk and is 

correlated to increases in fiber strains and other biomechanical indictors of disc injury. 

Through this contribution, a deeper understanding of the role of disc swelling and 

forward bending in disc prolapse is attained for the purpose of risk reduction. Namely, 

reducing disc height increases in space and restricting forward bending after return to 

Earth should be advised in earnest. In Chapter 4, high inherent-risk demographics were 

identified within the astronaut population for optimal crew selection in the interest of 

astronaut safety. Regardless, now is the time to conduct longitudinal human studies to 

track relevant biomechanical and clinical parameters before launch, during spaceflight, 

immediately upon landing, and periodically thereafter. The experimental and theoretical 

work described herein provides useful benchmarks and guidelines for the design of these 

in vivo studies. These and future studies can also be used to develop countermeasures for 

mitigating deleterious microgravity-induced changes and optimizing post-flight 

reconditioning protocols against the adverse effects of prolonged spaceflight. 
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